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EDITORIAL
TANSTAAFL

Enthusiastic Reader: “I love your magazine. I read it all the time!”
Editor: “That’s great to hear. What articles in particular have you liked?”
ER: “Well, there was the one about….” (launches into a detailed and
knowledgeable discussion about several articles)
Ed: “Since you like our stuff, perhaps you would like to subscribe?”
ER: “Oh no, it’s ok – I just pick it up for free at ....”
Ed: “But, you see, subscriptions are our life blood, they are what make
it possible to publish.”
ER: “Oh... that’s ok.”
But it’s not. We provide free copies in the city so we can get the word
out about enviro-issues, but we’re also hoping folks will support us for the
long term. In doing so they not only support a magazine, but the community
groups who want to highlight their cause. Free copies cost us money to print
and distribute, and also cost us federal government support for small magazines. Which means the Ed. has sleepless nights, trying to decide whether to
tell a writer we can’t afford to print their copy, or tell the graphic designer we
have to cut another few pages of colour, or tell the circulation manager we
can’t afford a table at the next green event, or... to stop offering free copies.
That’s the way it is. There Ain’t No Such Thing As A Free Lunch. So if you
read us, if you think our work is valuable, we ask you to subscribe or make a
donation (which includes a subscription). All of us thank you for it!
Delores Broten, Comox BC, September 2011

Next: Rex Weyler At the ’Shed
Coming Up: November/December issue on Ecology & Economy: Can
we reconcile human enterprise with Nature’s ways? We are excited to
announce that this issue is being edited by Rex Weyler, a co-founder of Greenpeace International, author of the “Deep Green” blog (google it), and a leader in
the current “Tanker Free BC” movement in British Columbia.
Fukushima Updates: Every day or two, we are posting updates on the
Fukushima situation, compiled by Nelle Maxey from the Slocan Valley. You
can subscribe to an RSS feed to get a notice whenever we add an update: www.
watershedsentinel.ca, Topic “Fukushima Radiation Update.”
We Don’t Say Thanks Enough: So here’s a big thank you to Maggie
Paquet, who patiently corrects our knotty grammatical errors, especially “that”
and “which,” over and over. She is our own Grammar Maven.
Bundle Bargains: We urge you to consider sponsoring or applying for a
bundle of the Watershed Sentinel for your community, organization, or school.
In Memoriam: Merv Wilkinson, who taught so many of us eco-forestry
was possible, and was one of the first subscribers to the WS.

When you want your message to reach thousands of
concerned and active readers, please contact us for our rate sheet at:
ads@watershedsentinel.ca or phone our office at 250-339-6117
or see www.watershedsentinel.ca
Next issue deadline: October 15th
September-October 2011
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NEWS

Fish Hearing Circus
On August 30, BC government
lawyers at the Cohen Commission enquiry into the 2009 disappearance of
Fraser River sockeye finally dropped
their objection to the release of fish
farm disease records. Fish scientist
and activist Alex Morton was then
able to release her detailed analysis of
disease patterns and salmon survival
on her blog at http://alexandramorton.typepad.com, “Here’s why I think
salmon farms are gatekeepers to Fraser sockeye survival,” August 30, 2011.
“In 1992, the salmon farms were
placed on the Fraser sockeye migration route, and the Fraser sockeye
went into steep decline. But the only
sockeye runs that declined were the
ones that migrate through water used
by salmon farms.” Harrison sockeye do not travel past the fish farms
around northern Vancouver Island,
and the Harrison runs have increased
over the same time frame.
“So many sockeye were dying
that DFO tasked their scientist, Dr.
Kristi Miller, to figure out how to predict how many were going to die before they opened any fisheries. Miller
ran genomic profiles on the sockeye
as they approached the coast and was
completely surprised when her data
indicated the majority of Fraser sockeye are fighting a virus weakening
their immune system.
“Genomic profiling is a powerful and new field of science that reads
the switches turned on/off in cells in
response to stress, disease, food, starvation, algal blooms and much more.
When Miller read the information
stored in the cells of sockeye only one
virus fit – Salmon Leukemia Virus.
One of its characteristics is brain tumors, which Miller also found in the
sockeye….”
Watershed Sentinel

Anissa Reed

by Delores Broten

In the 1990s, DFO scientists first
identified viral activity in farmed
salmon as Plasmacytoid Leukemia,
and posited that it could spread to
sockeye. By the time of the Cohen
testimony, Dr. Michael Kent was disavowing his own published research.
But the newly-released records of fish
farm disease show something called
“marine anaemia,” peaking at the
same time as the 2009 Fraser sockeye
were going to sea as smolts.
Morton points out that “Dr. Miller’s research suggested the majority of
Fraser sockeye were dying of something remarkably similar to whatever
Kent found.”

The next day, Morton wrote:
“The lengths scientists are going to
cover up the marine anemia outbreak
that occurred on salmon farms in the
Fraser sockeye migratory corridor is
extraordinary. If these vets want to
tell us all the research done on marine anemia, also called Plasmacytoid
Leukemia was wrong, they are going
to have to retract the papers they wrote
in journals such as Cancer Research,
Diseases of Aquatic Organisms, The
Canadian Veterinary Journal, the
Journal of General Virology and Dr.
Stephen’s PhD Thesis.”
t

Fukushima Still Spewing Radiation

Since the resignation of Japanese Prime Minister Kan, information on widespread radioactive contamination both at the Fukushima nuclear plant site and in most locations in
north and central Japan is emerging in ever greater volumes. The nuclear reactors, which
exploded in March, will not be brought under control enough to begin clean up or even
investigate what really happened, for another five or ten years. Currently the Japanese are
trying to keep temperatures below 100oC by the addition of tonnes of water a day.
On the verge of allowing evacuated citizens to go home, the government finally
admitted that the area will not be livable for a long time, possibly several generations.
Citizens have begun their own radiation monitoring networks, both in Japan and in North
America.
In the meantime, hot spots are being discovered up to 200 kilometres from the site,
and general contamination continues to spread, not only because the ruined reactors contiue to spew, but also because, without central government control, the disposal of radioactive soil, plant material, and rags used to wipe down school buildings, etc. is haphazard,
and usually involves incineration or, worse, secret burial in the forest.
—DB
3
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Ajax Mine - Jewel at Risk?

HOTSPOTS
by Ruth J. Madsen
The second week of June in Kamloops BC, the residents were shocked
to hear about a new open-pit copper
mine proposed just outside of town.
The local paper advertised an open
house being held at a local hotel by
Abacus Mining Corp. and the provincial and federal environmental
assessment offices. People did a little research, and 467 people from all
walks of life came to hear about this
proposed project.
The ranchers had been contacted
earlier and came with many concerns.
They made the rest of us aware that
at least five ranches would no longer
be viable if this mine went ahead. We
heard concerns from people about
grasslands, burrowing owls, recreation areas, lakes, fishing, toxic chemicals, and dozens of other issues. Most
importantly, the residents had figured
out the mine would not be 10 kilomeWatershed Sentinel

tres outside the city boundary, as listed in the mine data, but 1.5 km from
the nearest two subdivisions. In fact,
one-half the mine would be within the
city of Kamloops.
What we learned from the company was: 23 years of blasting, 24
hours a day, 365 days of the year.
They told us about 400 jobs and millions of dollars per year benefit to area
residents. Turns out this is a Polish
company, which will own 81%, once
the mine is open. Who will benefit
financially, and who will be left with a
devastated landscape?

Camille B. Villeneuve

Endangered
species, imperilled
lakes, destroyed
ranches, toxic
heavy metals from
a copper mine –
all partly within
the city limits, and
all for a Polish
mining company?
What the heck
is going on in
Kamloops?

Jocko Lake: to become part
of the mine’s open pit.
4

Just two months later, phase one
of the environmental assessment is
done, letters are in to governments,
deadlines for funding are past, and
4,000 pages of documents were
gathered. Most of us have also revisited and photographed the area many
times.
What is at stake here environmentally, socially, and health-wise?
Water and Salmon
Six water bodies are at risk if this
project goes ahead. Inks Lake is slated
to become a slurry pond, and one arm
of Jocko Lake (a major fishing lake for
the region), will become part of the
mine’s open pit. It has been estimated
by retired DFO personnel that the fish
will be dead within five years and the
lake drained within ten years. Four
kilometres of Peterson Creek wetlands are to become a small stream
diverted through tailings from the old
Afton mine; Guerin Creek will carry
the runoff from the mine down into
the Thompson River (a major salmon
river). Water is also to be removed
from the Thompson and approximately two billion gallons per year would
September-October 2011
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be removed from Kamloops Lake.
Above the lake is Domtar, a huge pulp
mill, and below the lake are the towns
of Savona and Ashcroft, and at least
three First Nations communities, all
of which use the water for their drinking water source.

Coal Mine Fought
in Comox Valley

Some of the area is reclaimed
grasslands in the Agricultural Land
Reserve (ALR), but the greatest portion is pristine grasslands, home to
resident burrowing owls and endangered sharptailed grouse, as well as
many other species that are not on red
or blue lists. These ALR lands will either become a huge open pit or rock
piles 200 feet high. The remainder is
to become tailings 600 feet high, at
the entrance to our city entrance or
become the backdrop to our beautiful
city. as seen from Sun Rivers or even
as far away as Sun Peaks.
Historically, this has been a major ranching area used by Kamloops
residents for centuries for hiking,
walking, horseback riding, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, birdwatching, walking dogs, and ice skating in
winter. Knutsford is the most beautiful area close to Kamloops and is full
of wetlands, small lakes and wildlife,
and is precious to us all.
Health
The health issue is a great concern. We know from the old small
Afton Mine, which was 10 kilometres out of town, that this vein of copper, although sparse, is contaminated
with mercury, arsenic, cadmium, and
who knows what else. The two closest schools are 2 and 2.5 km from
the mine site. With our regular inversions, our airshed is already overburdened because of Domtar Pulp, Lafarge Cement, many other industries
and trucking happening in Kamloops,
so any additional contamination will
Watershed Sentinel

Ruth J Madsen

Agricultural Land Reserve

Doreen Wallace stands at
the site of the proposed
mine’s 300 ft high rockpile,
just 50 metres away from
family property.

be too much, be it chemicals or dust.
Who can we count on? Our two
local MLAs either think the ore was
put there by God to benefit man, or
that if the ranches are no longer viable
after centuries, the ranchers should
get a job in the mine. Our only hope is
federal: Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, Environment Canada, the
Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency; or the environmental lawyers of BC and of course, ourselves,
the Kamloops Area Preservation Association.
t
Ruth Johannes Madsen is the
chair of the Thompson Institute of Environmental Studies, Kamloops, BC.
For More Information
Canadian Environmental Assessment
Agency: www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca
Abacus Mining: www.amemining.com
Kamloops Area Preservation
Association: www.stopajaxmine.ca
5

The Council of Canadians
is opposed to the Raven underground coal mine, which would be
located just 20 kilometres south of
Courtenay and about 5 kilometres
from Baynes Sound in the Cowie
Creek and Tsable River drainages.
The mine would be 3,100 hectares
in size, with a surface footprint of
about 200 hectares. Each year, it
would produce up to 1.1 million
tonnes of highly volatile bituminous coal to be shipped to Asian
markets via Port Alberni. Its estimated lifespan is just 16 or 17
years, while the damage it could do
is permanent.
Over 4,800 written submissions of concern were sent in to the
public comment period on the environmental assessment. According
to John Snyder of CoalWatch Comox Valley, “This coal mine proposal is not what the residents in the
Comox Valley and Port Alberni see
as a vision for sustainable development in our communities. Despite
the overwhelming opposition, federal and provincial regulators say
they have no choice but to continue
with the environmental assessment
of the project.” Valley residents
have been demanding an independent review panel with public hearings, as well as independent aquifer
mapping. Along with the climate
change impacts of burning coal, local concerns are for water and air
quality, and the shellfish industry.
On September 23, Council of
Canadians chairperson Maude Barlow will speak in opposition to the
coal mine at a meeting on peaceful
direct action in the Comox Valley.
—Council of Canadians,
August 24, 2011
September-October 2011

High
Voltage
What do Canada’s National Energy Plan, smart meters, Site
C, IPPs, nuclear energy in the tar sands, and BC’s high voltage
Northwest Transmission Line have in common? The plans for
renewable energy high voltage transmission have been spun over
the decades, but now large corporate players, controlling strategic
committees in Washington and Ottawa, are ready to transform the
continent and drain Canada of energy – oil, gas, hydro. The only public
involvement is that taxpayers will foot the bill. It’s all wrapped up in the
“Clean Energy Dialogue” about renewable energy, and nary a word
about the sacrifice of wilderness.

by Joyce Nelson
The people of BC have been told
repeatedly that the province is a “net
importer” of electricity and needs to
become “self-sufficient” – claims that
are used to justify everything from
“run of river” independent power
producers (IPPs), to energy megaprojects such as Bute Inlet and the Site
C dam. But a US electricity expert
told me that California has been “buying a tremendous amount of power
from BC over the past decade.”
Peter Meisen, founder and president of the San Diego-based Global
Energy Network Institute (GENI),
said during a phone interview last
year, “BC sells a lot of excess electricity through the Pacific intertie into
southern California. It’s the cheapest
electricity we have and they’ve been
selling it to us constantly over the past
decade.”
Spin and Lies
The people of BC are not the only
ones being lied to about their electricWatershed Sentinel

ity needs while their rates skyrocket.
Canadians are constantly being told
that we must make major investments
in our electricity systems and take on
massive hydro-generating projects, or
(it is implied) see the lights go out.
For example, on May 12, 2011,
Pierre Guimond, head of the Canadian Electricity Association, told the

Most of the electricity
is intended for export
to the US
Toronto Star that Canada needs to invest “$15 billion a year over the next
20 years” in order to “upgrade” the
system.
But the Electricity Sector Council, established and funded by the
Harper government, recently noted
that “Canada produces nearly four per
cent of the world’s electricity, exporting between $1 billion and $2 billion
6

dollars worth each year.” Others, such
as the C.D. Howe Institute, give an
even higher annual hydro-export figure of $2.6 billion.
There is no real domestic need
for the excessive electricity generation and “upgrades” being called for
in Canada, but, under the radar, something much bigger is going on. It has
to do with “energy convergence.” We
tend to think of the electricity sector
as separate from the oil and gas sector. But increasingly, the same corporate players are involved in both.
What they are planning is literally continent-transforming and would
drain Canada of oil, gas, and hydro
– all without any public involvement
except that taxpayers are expected to
foot the bill.
The most obvious of these boondoggles is the smart meter.
The Smart Meter
“The truth is that smart meters
aren’t exactly necessary for a smart
September-October 2011
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grid,” stated Forbes (Feb. 1, 2011),
“but for technical and economic reasons, they’re here to stay.”
Just what those technical and
economic reasons are, even business
consultants have been hard-pressed
to explain, especially because eliminating thousands of meter-reader jobs
during a recession doesn’t play well.
“The business case for rolling out expensive smart meter networks is often thin,” noted a March 2011 report
from global research/consulting firm
Ovum, so utilities need to “investigate
alternative revenue generation opportunities from their smart meter infrastructure.”
One of those “opportunities” is
data sales. As the Guardian’s John Vidal explains (March 30, 2011), through
smart meters, “power companies will
be able to tell everyone’s energy-use
habits precisely, to the point of knowing which appliances they use, when
people are in or out of a house, how
efficient their boilers are and what
they cook. This data is commercially
valuable and it can be expected that it
would be sold to other companies.”
The journal Science enthused last
year (May 21, 2010) that all this data
from smart meters could even help in
health research: “Algorithms might be
designed, for example, to infer how
many times per day a refrigerator
door was opened (relevant to dietary
and obesity studies),” or epidemiologists could use the data in “studies
of health impacts of electromagnetic
fields [EMFs].”
Seeing through such blather, the
people of the Netherlands raised such
an outcry against mandatory smart
meters that their government was
forced to abandon the policy.
The key reason for smart meters
is huge profits for the ICT (information and communications technologies) sector – IBM, Cisco, General
Electric, Oracle, Itron, etc. In other
words, the reason for smart meters is
Watershed Sentinel

to sell smart meters, and then smart
appliances.
Sector Dominance
Within the appliance manufacturing industry, the “smart appliance”
sector is currently in fierce competition with the “energy efficient” appliance makers for sector dominance
– much like the competition between
Betamax and VHS back in the 1980s.
While energy-efficient appliances
don’t need the smart meter (or a smart
grid) to function, smart appliances do.
According to a recent report from
Sage Environmental Consultants
in California, in order for the smart
meter to control energy usage in the
home (rather than just convey billing
data), “the consumer must [next] be
willing to install power transmitters”
for each new smart appliance to communicate with the smart meter. “A
typical kitchen and laundry may have
a dozen power transmitters in total.”

So making the smart meter mandatory is a crucial step in determining who wins the competing system
protocols, and an obvious boost for
smart-appliance makers like General
Electric, and the whole ICT industry.
While committing billions to
smart meters in 2009, US President
Obama enthused: “We can imagine
the day when you’ll be able to charge
the battery on your plug-in hybrid car
at night, because your smart meter reminded you that night-time electricity
is cheapest.” (A large note held by a
fridge magnet would accomplish the
same thing, but in Obama’s imagined
future, perhaps people will have become so gadget-addicted, or brainaddled by EMFs, that they wouldn’t
see it.)
BC Hydro has awarded the first
smart meter contract to Corix Utilities. One of the two owners of Corix
Continued on Page 8



North American Grid
New/Proposed Canadian Lines
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High Voltage continued
is CAI Capital Management, whose
senior advisor is David Emerson,
Executive Chair of the BC Transmission Corp, Chair of the BC Premier’s
Economic Advisory Council, Chair
of the Alberta Premier’s Council for
Economic Strategy, director of Timberwest Forest Corp., former CEO of
Canfor, and (as we shall see) current
chair of something called EPIC.
The other owner of Corix is the
British Columbia Investment Management Corp (BCIMC).
Direct Current
The BCIMC manages $86.6 billion in investment funds for clients
such as the Province of BC, public
sector pension plans, and trust funds.
Three out of seven of the BCIMC’s
board of directors (including its Chair)
are appointed by the BC Minister of
Finance. One of those appointees is
Joanne McLeod, who is also a director of the BC Transmission Corporation, which was hived off from BC
Hydro in 2003 and then reintegrated
in 2010.
In 2008, the BCIMC joined 43
other investors in writing a letter to
the US Congress to push for a new
high voltage direct current (HVDC)
transmission grid across the US. Just
months later, their push for HVDC
was helped by the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation, usually called “the NERC.”
The NERC oversees the entire
electric power system of the US and
Canada. It is a private-sector body
that regulates and maintains the reliability/security of the whole electricity system. All Canadian provinces
are members of the NERC, along with
US states.
In October 2009, NERC recommended building 32,000 miles of new
HVDC transmission lines in the US to
access renewable energy. In its press
release, NERC urged that “state and
provincial siting and permitting procWatershed Sentinel

esses must be expedited to allow for
the development of needed resources
and ensure reliability.”
Just as energy-efficient appliances don’t need a smart-grid to
function and save energy, renewables
have no need for HVDC transmission
lines in order to function locally. The
only reason for HVDC is very longdistance transmission, with 79-metrehigh pylons marching through rightof-way corridors. But that is rarely
explained to the Canadian public, who
are instead led to believe that expensive HVDC “upgrades” are necessary
to handle renewables.

The reason for
smart meters
is to sell smart
meters, and
then smart
appliances.
The NERC’s recommendation for
a massive transformation of the grid
fits in nicely with the plans that Peter
Meisen of GENI has been promoting
for 25 years.
Regional Interties
Peter Meisen likely thinks of
himself as an environmentalist, but
“off the grid” or “small is beautiful”
have never been part of his lexicon.
Founded in 1986, GENI advocates
globally, especially to investors, for
cross-border electricity interconnections. Meisen would like to see the
entire planet served by a global grid
relying on regional sources of renewable electricity, all interconnected
through HVDC power lines, with undersea cables where necessary to connect all the continents.
8

As Meisen enthused on the GENI
website (www.geni.org) after NERC’s
Oct. 2009 recommendation, “For the
first time, the NERC 10 Year Assessment is in alignment with GENI’s
initiative to link renewable energy resources across all regions.… In many
cases, the best [renewable energy]
sites are found in remote locations and
even neighboring nations.”
BC “has much more hydro potential that could be built and exported to
the US,” Meisen told me. “I know the
arguments against it – such as ‘why
should we spoil our region in order to
run air conditioners in California’ –
but the BC and West Coast regional
[electricity] intertie is exactly what
we’d like to see worldwide.”
Meisen’s GENI vision has some
high-powered corporate players behind it. In 1995, Earth Island Journal
reported that “GENI’s participants include the World Bank, Westinghouse,
Pacific Gas & Electric, Mitsubishi,
General Electric, and Siemens.” In recent years, General Electric, Siemens
and Mitsubishi have been rapidly
buying into the $41 billion smart grid
transmission and distribution market,
as well as the multi-billion smart meters global market.
As most BC readers know, GE
has teamed up with Vancouver-based
Plutonic Power on the 196 megawatt
Toba-Montrose hydroelectric project
near Powell River, and both companies are pushing for mega-projects on
BC’s Central Coast.
The GE/Plutonic Bute Inlet
project, currently on hold, calls for
17 river diversions to generate 1,027
megawatts of electricity carried by
HVDC lines.
In the meantime, Plutonic merged
with Magma Energy Corp earlier this
year, and now goes by the name of
Alterra Power Corp – though as Rafe
Mair would say, it’s still GE in drag.

September-October 2011
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Clean Energy Dialogue
Along with NERC’s recommendation, another boost for the GENI vision of a vast supergrid was provided
by President Obama and Prime Minister Harper, during Obama’s February
2009 visit to Ottawa. The two leaders
launched the “US-Canada Clean Energy Dialogue,” or CED.
According to a February 19, 2009
news release from the Office of the
Prime Minister, the CED is mainly
devoted to two projects:
1) developing carbon capture and
storage (CCS), and
2) building “a more efficient electricity grid based on clean and renewable generation.”
The CED Action Plan was released in Washington on September
16, 2009 by Environment Canada and
the US Department of Energy.
BC’s Northwest
Transmission Line
At the same time, Harper announced that he was providing $130
million for “a green infrastructure
project in northern British Columbia
involving the construction of a 335km transmission line that will support
the development and use of green energy in the area ... [and facilitate] the
development of an estimated 2,000
megawatts of renewable electricity
generation.”
The $400 million, 287 kilovolt
Northwest Transmission Line (NTL)
had long been advocated by a coalition including engineering giant SNC
Lavalin, the Mining Association of
BC, and the Northern Development
Initiative Trust – whose founding
CEO, Janine North, is a director of
BC Hydro. SNC Lavalin chair Gwyn
Morgan (former CEO of EnCana) is
a top advisor to BC Premier Christy
Clark.
The first purpose of the NTL is
actually to power mining development in the Dease Lake area, which
Watershed Sentinel

There was no
one at the Banff
conference
to question
the spending
of Canadian
taxpayer
megabucks
on grid
“improvements”
so that U.S.
consumers can
have cut-rate
power.
Harper didn’t mention. Those mining
companies will pay less than one half
the cost of the new supply BC Hydro
will need to acquire.
A Government of Canada CED
“backgrounder” further explained:
“The project is also a key step in a
potential interconnection between
southeast Alaska and the North
American transmission grid via British Columbia.”
North to Alaska
The Terrace Standard (May 18,
2011) reported that “BC Hydro is quietly laying the groundwork to extend
the Northwest Transmission Line past
its currently scheduled end point at
Bob Quinn on Hwy 37 North,” up to
Iskut, 105 km north. “Under the terms
of the federal-provincial agreement,
BC Hydro is obligated to electrify
Iskut within one year of the [NTL’s]
completion, now scheduled for Dec.
2013.”
9

In 2010, Calgary-based AltaGas
signed a 60-year sales deal with BC
Hydro to feed power into the NTL
through its $1 billion run-of-river
projects at Volcano Creek, McLymont
Creek, and the 195 MW Forrest Kerr
project, which will divert the Iskut
River.
On the Alaska side, International
Water Power (August 18, 2009) reported: “The most studied Alaska-BC
(AK-BC) transmission intertie proposal is the Bradfield Intertie, which
would connect the existing Tyee Lake
hydroelectric plant in Alaska to BC”
via the Forest Kerr project.
For Peter Meisen at GENI, such
regional links are all part of his vision
of a vast global grid, where ultimately
power from western North America
could be transmitted by undersea cable across the Bering Strait into Russia. He has written that Russian and
Alaskan power system planners have
been meeting since 1992 “to discuss
an east/west intertie between Alaska
and Siberia,” with the possibility of
“making an interconnection between
Russia and its Asian neighbours: Japan, North Korea, South Korea and
China.”
Apparently, if all goes as planned,
BC could ultimately be powering not
only air conditioners in California,
but computers in Japan. When asked
if BC was important to his GENI vision of a global grid, Meisen told me,
“Absolutely! The cheapest, cleanest
power comes from BC, and in fact,
from across Canada.”
Northeast Energy Link
On the East Coast, GENI envisions major HVDC lines connecting
power throughout all Atlantic provinces and states. A project called the
Northeast Energy Link is currently
being developed by Emera (parent
company of Nova Scotia Power and
Bangor Hydro Electric Company)
Continued on Page 10
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High Voltage continued
and the UK’s National Grid. The
project would transport 1,100 MW of
eastern Canada power – from New
Brunswick, Quebec, Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island – into Massachusetts and Connecticut markets,
saving US consumers $1 billion annually. A power-point prospectus on
the Northeast Energy Link states that
the project would allow “access to low
marginal cost and clean energy resources [from Canada] for a benefit to
all New England consumers of $500
million to $1.3 billion per year in energy cost reduction alone.”
The US-Canada Clean Energy
Dialogue envisions that Canada’s
“cheap, clean” power not only continues to flow across the border, but
ramps up production. To that end,
Harper and his Cabinet appointed
“the Mechanic.”
“The Mechanic”
As a political fixer, Bruce Carson
was good at getting things done – that
is, before his activities became a major political scandal that erupted earlier this year. Among Carson’s many
duties in 2009-2010, the former senior
advisor to Stephen Harper held responsibility for the US-Canada Clean
Energy Dialogue, and organized a variety of conferences on that theme.
One such conference, held in
Banff on June 4-6, 2009, involved
leaders of the oil, gas and electricity sectors, academics, and provincial
and territorial Ministers of the Environment and their Deputy Ministers.
As Carson reported a few days later
in a June 19, 2009 speech to the Canadian American Business Council
in Washington, D.C., the Banff group
discussed CCS, “as well as the creation of a Smart Electricity Grid – both
North-South and East-West.”
Apparently, Canada’s provincial/
territorial Environment Ministers offered no resistance to the massive
environmental destruction involved
Watershed Sentinel

in hydroelectric megaprojects. And
there was no one at the Banff conference to question the spending of Canadian taxpayer megabucks on grid
“improvements” so that US consumers can have cut-rate power.
Meanwhile, the private energy
sector was also targeting the US fed-

Canada’s
national energy
plan is being
designed by the
corporations
for the
corporations.
eral budget. In June 2010, a group
calling itself the American Energy
Innovation Council (AEIC) urged
the federal government to more than
triple its spending on clean energy research, development and deployment
(RD&D) to $16 billion annually. The
seven members of the AEIC include
GE CEO Jeffrey Immelt and Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates.
According to the New York Times
(June 10, 2010), the AEIC urged that
the annual $16 billion for clean-tech
funding “be spread across nuclear fission, solar, wind, fossil fuels and other
energy technologies.”
General Electric
On January 21, 2011, President
Obama appointed GE’s Jeffrey Immelt as his top outside economic
advisor and chair of an expert panel
charged with boosting job creation
and competitiveness. The appointment had many scratching their heads:
since 2002, GE has eliminated a fifth
of its workforce in the US (though it
10

did create many new jobs in China).
The additional roles for GE’s Immelt
followed his 2009 appointment as a
member of the President’s Economic
Recovery Advisory Board.
The president and CEO of GE
Canada, M. Elyse Allan, is even more
central to decision-making in this
country. Ms. Allan is the Chair of the
Canadian Chamber of Commerce,
which last year successfully lobbied
to kill the climate change bill (Bill
C-311) in the Canadian Senate. She
is also a member of Finance Minster
Jim Flaherty’s Federal Finance Advisory Committee; a member of the Alberta Premier’s Council for Economic
Strategy; a member of the Ontario Investment & Trade Advisory Council;
a director of the Canadian Council of
Chief Executives; a director of the C.
D. Howe Institute; a director of the
Public Policy Forum, and a former
member of the National Roundtable
on the Environment and the Economy.
Just days after Obama’s appointment of Immelt, Harper and Obama
met again in Washington to announce
a controversial North American “security perimeter.” They also received
the second report to leaders on the
CED, which (according to a Government of Canada news release) “lays
out progress achieved in 20 joint
projects in such areas as solar energy, advanced biofuels, and carbon
capture and storage.” Just what those
“20 joint projects” fully are, we have
not otherwise been told, but they may
include natural gas – which GE now
sees as central to its energy future.
Over the last year, GE has bought
at least four companies involved in
shale gas production. Then in May
2011, GE announced its new naturalgas power plant design – the FlexEfficiency 50 – a “combined-cycle” power plant that “allows grid and power
plant operators to better manage power supply and demand, and integrate
natural gas power with clean power.”
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As the new TV ads for www.
canadiannaturalgas.ca say, “When
the wind doesn’t blow and the sun
doesn’t shine...” Obviously, shale gas
(along with run-of-river) will be used
to power the new HVDC transmission
lines. But shale gas will also be part of
the “energy convergence” that the big
players like GE are planning.
National Energy Policy
The old fraudster Bruce Carson
was also involved in a new corporate
initiative called the Energy Policy
Institute of Canada (EPIC), chaired
by David Emerson. In 2010 Carson
served as vice-chair of EPIC, which
is writing a national energy plan. The
members of EPIC (see www.canadasenergy.ca/who-we-are/members/ )
include not only IPP companies such
as GE, Plutonic, Fortis BC, Emera
Inc., Atco Power and AltaGas, but
also major natural gas producers such
as Apache and EnCana; all the major
tars sands bitumen producers; forest
companies such as Domtar and Canfor; and pipeline companies such as
Enbridge and TransCanada Corp.
Although the very words “national energy policy” have long elicited
rage, fear, and loathing in Canada’s
oil patch, EPIC’s national energy plan
is being designed by the corporations
for the corporations. And it will be
presented to PM Stephen Harper (son
of an oilpatch executive), who was reelected in 2008 after David Emerson
co-chaired his national campaign.
As outlined by EPIC Chair David
Emerson in Policy Options (February
2011), EPIC’s most astonishing recommendation is this: “Energy-related
infrastructure should be strategically
planned and optimized to minimize
transportation costs and environmental disruption in North America, while
ensuring energy security for Canada,
the US and Mexico. This should include transmission lines with ‘smart
grid’ capability as well as pipeline
Watershed Sentinel

capacity [my emphasis]… Pipelines,
transmission lines and major projects
could benefit from joint development
arrangements among western provinces, for example.”
So the new HVDC transmissionline corridors would also contain
pipelines for shale gas, bitumen, and
(potentially) water. GE is one of the
biggest water privateers in the world,
but more about that in a later issue.
On May 17, the Calgary Herald’s
Jason Fekete reported that a recent
Wikileaks release of cables sent from
the US embassy in Ottawa (2003 and
2008) revealed that Alberta Tory poli-

If all goes as
planned, BC
could ultimately
be powering
not only air
conditioners in
California, but
computers in
Japan
ticians offered to export power to the
US using excess electricity generated
by tar sands operations. One cable
noted that “This could over time make
significant new electricity exports
available to the United States, but at
least for now there is limited capacity to move this west and then south
through British Columbia and on to
our Pacific Northwest.”
On May 26, Andrew Nikiforuk
wrote in The Tyee that, shortly after the cables were sent, the Alberta
government proposed a $14 billion
upgrade to its transmission system
“at taxpayers’ expense with no public
11

needs assessments.” Moreover, writes
Nikiforuk, the province intends “to
give away that very infrastructure
to two private transmission companies (Atco and AltaLink), along with
a promised rate of return of nine per
cent.”
AltaLink is a subsidiary of SNC
Lavalin, the new buyer of the nuclear
reactor division of Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd. for the yard-sale price of
$15 million.
A Few Somebodies
Since 2006, Ontario electricity
customers have paid at least $1 billion
to subsidize power exports, with private-sector energy traders (remember
Enron?) profiting handsomely from
these exports. Nevertheless, the Ontario government has committed to
$87 billion in electricity “upgrades”
over the next 20 years to increase exports; Alberta at least $14 billion; and
Manitoba is considering spending $20
billion. In Quebec, one single hydroelectric mega-project – the Romaine
River project – will cost taxpayers $8
billion, with all the electricity intended for export to the US.
Our “cheap, clean” electricity is
increasingly very costly – not only to
our environment, but also to taxpayers right across the country. But for
the IPP companies (like GE, Fortis
BC, AltaGas), the ICT sector (GE,
IBM, Itron, Corix), GENI participants
(GE, Mitsubishi), EPIC members (GE
etc.), and the American Energy Innovation Council (again GE), the future
is bright indeed. “I love the energy
field,” AEIC member Bill Gates said
in 2010. “There is a big market. If you
can make a real breakthrough, a few
somebodies will get very rich.”
t
Joyce Nelson is a freelance writer/researcher and the author of five
books.
A full version of this article is
available at www.watershedsentinel.ca
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Cayusa & D. Broten

Turning
BC Forests
into
The federal government has been shovelling your money off the
back of a truck, one billion dollars worth, to the pulp and paper
industry, mostly to help them burn “biomass” for energy. But
there’s not much green about the Green Transformation Fund.
by Rob Wiltzen
A combination of federal government subsidies, changes in the
pulp and paper market and questionable energy policies threaten British
Columbia forests as they come to be
viewed as bioenergy.
Tough times for the pulp and paper industry have called for change,
and the industry appears to have diversified to energy production. Pulp
mills already have the facilities for
energy production, they have been
given $1 billion in federal funding
for the capital upgrades required,
and they have a willing partner with
BC Hydro offering lucrative power
purchasing agreements. [See “BC’s
Bio Boondoogle,” page 24.] Further,
there’s a profitable future in saleable
carbon credits.
Watershed Sentinel

The entire scenario is founded
on the use of ‘biomass’ as renewable
energy and it’s become a bit of a gold
rush.
Biomass Energy =
Environmental Improvement

Reducing fossil fuel use is widely
accepted as a paramount environmental objective, due to climate change.
Meeting that objective at all costs
and turning a blind eye to any other
policy implications can be disastrous.
The diversion of crops to ethanol
fuel instead of food, for example, has
consequences for food prices, distribution, and agricultural practices.
Alternatives may present dubious
benefits for climate change when all
factors are included in the equation.
12

Likewise, the rush to utilize the bioenergy of the forest is short-sighted.
The Carbon-Neutral Myth

Biomass is considered to be carbon-neutral in Canada because the
carbon that is emitted from its combustion is no more than was absorbed
during its lifetime and the same
amount of carbon will be re-absorbed
by re-growth. This perspective is not
universally accepted.
In the United States, the EPA has
postponed for three years the permitting requirements under the Clean Air
Act for biogenic CO2 emissions such
as those from burning wood or black
liquor. They recognize that these
emissions are not all created equal
and cannot be counted as carbon-neutral as an entire category, if at all.
A number of organizations consider that forest biomass is no more
carbon neutral than burning coal. A
report, Biomass Sustainability and
Carbon Policy Study, commissioned
by the Massachussetts Department
of Energy Resources, calculates that
September-October 2011
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more greenhouse gases would be
emitted per unit of energy using wood
instead of fossil fuels. The study contends that carbon accounting for forest biomass depends on a number of
factors such as forest management,
the life cycle of the trees used, and the
type of energy produced.
Burning biomass releases the
carbon that it contains, creating a carbon ‘debt.’ That debt can only be repaid by re-growth and re-absorption,
which takes time. The biomass is only
carbon-neutral after the debt is paid.
Calling biomass carbon-neutral is
akin to saying that a 25 year mortgage
is debt-neutral since the debt will be
paid back over time – at least theoretically. Whether the debt is actually
paid back, or re-borrowed, or re-sold
to someone else is not known at the
time the first debt is incurred.
The pulp mill corporations are
getting the benefits of calling biomass
‘carbon-neutral’ today, even though
it will not be neutral for decades,
and depends on a number of factors
outside their control. The mills are
profiting for frontloading an alreadyoverburdened atmosphere.
Toxic Loading

Power boiler plumes can load the
airshed with heavy metals, particulate
and some of the most toxic chemicals
known. In British Columbia, coastal
pulp mills have long been recognized
as a leading source of dioxins from
the ‘salty hog’ fuel used in power boilers. Hog fuel is ground up wood, generally residue from logging, sawmills
and pine-beetle impacted forests.
In coastal mills, logs are stored
or transported in booms on the ocean,
making the hog fuel high in salt content. Incineration of such salt-laden
hog fuel leads directly to the formation of dioxins.
A clear environmental priority
for coastal mills is to reduce the dioxin emissions from the power boilers.
The federally funded Green TransWatershed Sentinel

formation Fund projects have instead
seen hundreds of millions of dollars
directed to increasing the capacity of
the power boilers, instead of the various technology projects being called
for by local citizen groups to reduce
dioxins and other problem emissions.
The “green” projects could, ironically,
actually increase dioxin emissions.
Green Transformation Fund

When the Green Transformation
Fund was announced in June 2009, it
was the Canadian response to an unfair American subsidy. In the United
States, pulp mills had taken advantage
of legislation intended to encourage
renewable energy, to gain tax credits
for their use of black liquor, a by-product of the kraft pulp process, as fuel.
The practice of burning black liquor
in pulp mill recovery boilers has been
standard practice in pulp mills since
the 1940s, so the tax credits, billions
of dollars worth, were awarded for a
‘business as usual’ process.
Canada rightly called this an unfair industry subsidy, but instead of
pursuing recourse through international trade bodies, responded with its
own industry subsidy. The $1 billion
Green Transformation Fund was born
as a direct giveaway to Canadian pulp
mills to boost their international competitiveness.
The funds were ‘Green’ in that
they were awarded to projects proposed by mills that would ‘demonstrably improve their environmental
performance.’ The vague criterion
was not specified any further, nor was
it referred to the bodies responsible
for environmental regulation. Environment Canada and the provincial
regulatory bodies were left out of the
discussion. Instead the mills put forward proposals to Natural Resources
Canada, a separate branch of the federal government in charge of administering the fund.
The fund is close to three quarters allocated at this point.
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What Has It Accomplished

A significant portion of the dollars awarded thus far have been directed towards increasing the capacity of pulp mills to burn biomass in
power boilers. Biomass is organic
material such as crops, wood waste
from sawmills, residue from logging
operations or, in fact, conceivably any
timber, such as the forests themselves.
The British Columbia forests affected by the pine beetle kill are instrumental in the plan. The pine beetle
kill, however, is of limited quantity. It
is unclear what will replace the beetle
kill to fuel the voracious industrial capacity for biomass being built by the
Green Transformation Fund.
BC Forests as Fuel

In British Columbia, power is
sold through BC Hydro, a provincial
crown corporation. When the federal
“Green Transformation Fund” appeared with hundreds of millions of
dollars available for the required capital, BC Hydro was not slow to recognize the opportunity. They introduced
their Integrated Power Offer for Pulp
and Paper companies, to help them secure funding under the Green Transformation Program. They have assigned teams of experts to work with
their eight pulp and paper company
customers to develop the proposals.
BC Hydro plans to extend their
integrated power offer to other industrial sectors. The scenario raises dual
concerns: first, the missed opportunity to direct funds towards accepted
environmental priorities; and second, the acceleration of biomass energy with its dubious climate change
claims and unclear implications for
the province’s forests.
Source of the Biomass

The BC Bioenergy Strategy
(www.energyplan.gov.bc.ca/bioenergy) “aims at turning BC’s abundant
biomass reserves into low-carbon enContinued on Page 14
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Forests as Fuel continued
ergy opportunities.” According to BC
documents, 53% of the opportunity is
to be from forestry operations, not including the temporary pine beetle kill.
Biomass, in the form of hog fuel,
has long been a source of energy for
pulp and paper companies for their
own power needs, but the expansion of
power production for sale to BC Hydro
represents a significant shift. Energy
production has become a third product
and revenue stream for the mills.
We are witnessing a policy shift
that is geared towards meeting energy
demands by liquidating forests. Pulp

mill corporations are paid to build the
capacity, and then paid for the energy
produced, and then paid for the carbon credits they earn by producing
‘renewable’ energy. The market incentive to turn forests into fuel is strong.
As long as forest biomass is considered to be carbon-neutral, the real
costs to the environment are not factored into the market equation. Other
implications for biodiversity and toxic
pollution continue to play second fiddle to free market economics which
ignore these ‘externalities.’ Environment Canada and the BC Ministry

Sponsored by

Reach for Unbleached!
of Environment
http://www.rfu.org
tacitly support
the new direction by condoning the carbon-neutral
myth, but have largely been left out of
the conversation. What is clear is that
the turning of forests into fuel is expanding quickly across the country in
the absence of a clear understanding of
the implications for forest eco-systems.
t

Rob Wiltzen is a researcher and writer who lives on Salt Spring Island and has
worked on pulp and paper issues for the
last 20 years.

State of the Paper Industry 2011 – Review

As the social and environmental footprint of paper consumption grows, so does the
pressure on pristine forests with consequences for communities, labour, pollution, climate
change and biodiversity. This implies a broad swath of stakeholders that have an interest in the
environmental performance of the paper making industry.
This summer, the Environmental Paper Network (EPN) released their report State of the Paper
Industry 2011 – Steps Toward an Environmental Vision. The EPN is a coalition of leading environmental
groups that work on forest and pulp related issues. Reach for Unbleached was among the founding members.
EPN promotes environmental transformation in the industry and State of the Paper Industry measures the
progress of the industry within the framework of the four key goals of the EPN.
1. Minimizing Consumption

Although North American paper consumption has declined significantly, with a 24% drop in per capita use from 2006
to 2009, it was still almost 30 times more paper per capita than in Africa and 6 times more than the average person in Asia.
Global paper consumption of paper, moreover, is still rising with total consumption in China surpassing that of North
America for the first time. North American newsprint reduction dropped in half, trading places with tissue as the 3rd largest share of paper grades.
2. Maximizing Recycled Content

Recovery of paper for recycling has continued to grow in North America with a current rate of about two-thirds. Paper,
however, remains one of the largest single materials in landfills and the percentage of the total pulp produced in the US
from recycled fibre has remained flat. In 2009, over one third of fibre recovered in the United States was exported to Asia.
3. Responsible Sourcing

Over the last decade the area of land certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC - the only certification body
advocated by the EPN) has doubled to 53 million hectares in North America, and over 130 million hectares globally. There
are more than 770 FSC certified papers available for purchase in North America, indicating a quickly mainstreaming trend
for FSC paper. At the same time, genetically engineered trees are identified as a growing threat to native forests and biodiversity. Cold tolerant eucalyptus varieties are being tested at 28 secret sites across the southern US states.
4. Clean Production

Clean production indicators showed minimal, if any, progress over the last decade. While industry claims on greenhouse gas emission reductions are significant, they are largely due to the ‘carbon-neutral’ claims of using biomass based
fuel – a view contested by the EPN and other environmental organizations. On the basis of the energy used per tonne of
product, the industry has made no progress in the last decade. Water pollution and air emissions are virtually unchanged over
the last decade. The pulp and paper industry is one of the largest sources of pollution and industrial consumers of power.
The entire report can be found on the EPN’s website at http://www.environmentalpaper.org/
Watershed Sentinel
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Clearcuts

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

Readers most definitely should travel the “new improved” route from Lake Cowichan, Mesachie Lake to Pt.
Renfrew and experience the landscape now modified by
extensive clearcuts and slash/logs left to decay. It is an eye
opener to see the changes from the forested slopes to what
resembles a warzone. Clearcuts as far as the eye can see,
with definite impact on localized climate causing drought,
higher temperatures and extensive runoff erosion, changes
in rainfall locations and destruction of the carbon sink.
Perhaps the logging tenures should be replaced by turning
the region to mixed sustainable community use.
Sue Hiscocks, Victoria, BC

we had no other outlet for softwood lumber – the results
cost thousands of our jobs. Lumber to China has helped
change that. We need the analogous outlets for crude oil
and natural gas to some customer other than the USA.
John Hunter, J. Hunter & Associates Ltd.,
North Vancouver, BC

Colorado River

Recycled Metals

Sorry to be so picky but the Colorado river does NOT
flow into the bay at Long Beach, CA and never did. If you
follow it down, it flows ( yes, there is water flowing under
the bridge) at Yuma, AZ. And yes, it is pretty well sucked
dry but they do permit the Mexicans to have a little bit
once in awhile.
Bruce Jacobson, Cortes Island, BC

Just a note to let you know that we especially enjoyed
“Closing the Loop” by Joyce Nelson in the Sept./Oct 2010
issue. We hand build aluminum bicycle trailers in Roberts
Creek, BC. We order our materials from Vancouver from
several companies. We ask where the metal comes from
and they source it mainly from the States and occasionally
from China. People don’t seem to get it when we ask about
secondary metal. We have searched for a source for secondary sheet metal and extrusions and have come up with
companies in the USA and in Ontario. Ordering in small
quantities from that distance would not be possible for us.
Could you help us Close the Loop by suggesting local suppliers? Perhaps there are other small manufacturers out
there wishing to order secondary metal?
Kez Sherwood & Jeremy Clement, Roberts Creek, BC,
www.oxandmonkey.ca

Lack of Citation
I was dismayed at the low level of journalism in
“Fukushima, Chernobyl and You” in your summer 2011
issue. The lack of citation in this article severely limits its
credibility. For example, claims such as, “The studies of
actual health impacts are deeply flawed...”, “Increasing
the global burden of radioactivity increases the incidence
of all health effects...”, and “The most vulnerable to harm
from radiation are pregnant women...” should all be cited
so the reader can assess the reliability of the claim, as well
as to maintain the intellectual honesty of the authors. As a
result of the lack of citation in this article the reader cannot tell if an idea or claim was from Nature, a world renowned scientific journal, or a blog on the Internet. Surely
it should be a goal of the Watershed Sentinel to help its
readers separate the chaff from the grain.
The article goes on to state that “there is no safe dose
of any radionuclide” despite the fact that the biosphere has
naturally been “contaminated” with radioactive substances
and radiation since long before life emerged.… While it
is convenient to ignore, just about any human activity has
some associated risk….
I have no conflicts of interest in this field other than
wanting to secure the best future for the earth and humanity.
J. Andrew N. Alexander, Science student attending the
University of the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, BC

Tar Sands Oil in BC
In answer to letter writer Peter Johnson, tar sands material in the form of synthetic crude has been in petroleum
products in central Canada since I started as a young engineer at Imperial Sarnia in 1970. As BC shut down most
of its refining and came to rely on 70% imports of crude
and petroleum products, much from Alberta, a fair chunk
of tar sands based product is presumably in BC. This is
hardly a “travesty,” unless you prefer that we import unethical oil from the middle east and Venezuela, which with
their tanker risks, home flaring, and fuel use in tankers, is
no worse in my view than tar sands products.
Secondly, there is NO other buyer for Canadian crude
than the USA except for small volumes leaving Vancouver
via Kinder Morgen, some of which can go to non-USA
destinations. An American buyer who knows the seller has
few or no options does have tremendous negotiating power
as we saw with the hardball Americans could play when
Watershed Sentinel
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Paralysis
We are being isolated and alienated from each other. This alienation contributes to
losing collegiality and, most importantly, trust.
We have to commit to reversing this, join together and focus on our planet.
by Maggie Paquet
Have you stopped watching or listening to the news,
or reading the newspaper because it all seems so bad? Do
you just want to crawl back into bed and pull the covers up
over your head? Yeah, me, too. Forcing myself to try to figure out how to deal with the dismal news from all corners of
the globe, let alone our own country, I began to think about
the state of the Canadian “environmental movement.” I realized I was getting so depressed that I could barely scrape
up the energy to make a sandwich, wash my face, or any
necessary daily tasks. Many of us feel overwhelmed with
an incredible sense of despair and cynicism, even anger,
when we think of the direction the world is heading. Like
me, some of my friends seem paralysed in trying to work
towards possible solutions to the many problems – social,
environmental, political – the world is facing today.

The scope of these – climate change; loss of biodiversity; major threats to fresh water; ocean acidification; deforestation; corporate agri-business and the loss of family
farms; genetic modification of food; widespread pollution
of air, water, and food; destruction of rivers (the lifeblood
of the planet) all over the world by dams; EMFs from all
directions assaulting living cells – is truly mind-numbing.
In order to cope with it all, to help me focus on what to
do, I’ve had to dredge up that wise old aphorism: “Think
globally; act locally.” There’s a kernel of hope in that, and
hope sometimes seems like the only thing keeping many of
us functioning.
Continuing to hope without changing behaviour,
however, exacerbates intellectual and emotional paralysis.
It’s like exercising only one muscle group all the time while
the rest of the body deteriorates. So I did a re-think on how
acting locally while thinking globally may help to dispel
emotional meltdown and further “analysis paralysis.”
A good bit of my personal solution is to be part of the
Canadian Environmental Network (RCEN—the “R” stands
for Reseau, French for network), first through my local
group, and then having it join the regional affiliate network
– the BCEN in British Columbia. Why? Because, to use
another aphorism, “There’s strength in numbers.”
The social, environmental, and political problems
we’re all grappling with are huge; the causes can be laid at
the feet of equally huge political and economic forces and
lobby groups greedily foisting their corporate agendas onto
dear old Mother Earth…not to mention our elected officials.
To help counteract this, we need as many good minds and
dedicated people as we can get to work collaboratively on
developing successful strategies to deal with all the issues.
Our efforts, however, require effective coordination, which
can be provided—first at the regional level and then nationally—through membership in the RCEN.

Canadian Environmental Network

The national RCEN (see www.rcen.ca) formed in
1977, and was incorporated in early 1988. It’s objectives
are:
1. to facilitate cooperation among non-profit, nongovernmental environmental organizations across
Canada and internationally in order to enable
and enhance the work of protecting, conserving,
restoring, and promoting a clean, healthy, sustainable
environment;
2. to carry on educational activities to develop public
awareness concerning the conservation and
enhancement of the environment; and
3. to further the above work by encouraging and enabling
member groups and others to carry it out effectively.
The RCEN has its base in these major principles:
a. it is committed to working in a non-sexist, non-racist,
and transparent way, with decisions made by
consensus whenever possible; and
b. it is bilingual, independent, democratic, and nonpartisan.
BC’s affiliate network, the BCEN (see www.ecobc.
org), began in 1981. It is a network of community-based
non-profit groups from all areas of the province that work
on environmental (and often also social justice) issues.
Like the RCEN, the BCEN does not represent member
groups or take positions on issues; rather, it facilitates
networking through its caucuses and by providing
member groups with communications opportunities.
Watershed Sentinel

Among the RCEN’s strategic goals are to broaden
the voice of the environmental movement in Canada and to
build capacity to prepare for the transition to a sustainable
society. Laudable goals, but can they be achieved? At the
very root of both the RCEN and the BCEN is the imperative
to engage people at the local level. Carrying on “education16
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al activities to develop public awareness” is the foundation
upon which to build a “sustainable society.” By connecting
people to synergistically develop knowledge, expertise, and
action, the RCEN is serving its basic purpose. This is not
theoretical. It happens every day in some part of the country thanks to the Network.
This connectivity reminds us that everything is connected to everything else – what is local is global, and vice
versa – so the best way to develop solutions is to start by
becoming engaged at the local level.
The RCEN came about largely as a volunteer-based
network of largely volunteer-based groups across Canada.
Between the AGMs, caucuses, and consultations, individuals met over time. This helped build trust and collegiality.
In a volunteer-based organization, these are absolutely vital.
What is the basic commonality among us? Why are
some people engaged when so many more are not? Is it
that we care more for future generations? For biodiversity?
For the air we breathe? The water we drink? The food we
eat? Culture? Health? What separates us from people who
go blithely on their way “shopping ’til they drop;” driving
when they could walk, take public transit, or ride a bike;
working at jobs that not only bore them to tears, but contribute to the loss of “quality of life” for everyone? Maybe
we’re less fearful about looking reality in the face and saying, “I’m not going to do that.” or “I’m not going to vote
for that.” or “That’s not good for me, nor for others, so I’m
going to help change things.”
There’s no doubt that the Network is highly complex.
Keeping it together is a bit like herding cats. But there’s
equally no doubt that the people who make up the organizations that make up the provincial and national networks are,
for the most part, people who care enough about something
in their existence to do something different than most other
people in society.

mit to reversing this. If we don’t, the essence of the Canadian environmental movement will waft away on the breeze.
The neo-cons and corporados will win—and Mother Earth
will most definitely lose.
Contemplating on the knowledge that there are kindred
spirits all across the country goes a long way to helping
fight despair and paralysis. We’re in a minority… so far. But
that could – and must – change if there’s to be social and
ecological justice in Earth’s future.
I’ve decided that the best advice I can give myself to
help prevent “analysis paralysis,” is to not get so hung up
on the global that it causes despair. Of course, we shouldn’t
bury our heads in the sand either; rather, we need to put our
energy into doing what we can locally that can percolate to
the global level. Then we can win. After all, it’s the only
planet we have.
t
Maggie Paquet is a biologist, writer, editor, and general
all-around activist. She is the BCEN rep to the RCEN and is
on the board of the RCEN.

ecobc

connecting people
and nature
The British Columbia
Environmental Network

For over 30 years, the BCEN has linked grassroots
environmental groups across the province and the country to
facilitate broad communication to enable them to:

A major quality for the Network to function is trust.
Lately, this is dissolving. Another important quality is the
desire to work together, to build on our various synergies.
This, too, is waning. Instead, what I’m seeing parallels what
I see in the public service: people more focused on how to
boost their careers, not on how their work can benefit society – the society that ultimately pays their wages and their
pension plans.
As funding has dissipated over the last half decade
(and you have to ask why this is happening when there is
certainly more money “out there” but it is being controlled
by increasingly fewer people), we haven’t been able to meet
face-to-face as frequently. We are being isolated and alienated from each other. This alienation contributes to losing
collegiality and, most importantly, trust. We have to comWatershed Sentinel

• share knowledge and expertise
• understand and explore their strengths and weaknesses
• magnify their efforts
• share news, views, and analysis on the issues of the
day and their root causes
• strategise for true sustainability
Through caucuses, BCEN members provide governments
and the public with scientific and other information to ensure
fair and sensible policies are developed that strengthen
environmental standards.

Join us. Bring your issues,
your strengths and your needs.
www.ecobc.org/contact_us/
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Starbucks may be working to develop a
carbon-neutral brand for coffee, but the
reality on the ground among the Chiapas
growers is less promising

by Dawn Paley
The afternoon scene
at the Jaime Sabinas sports complex in
Jaltenango, a town in
southern Mexico, is
about the farthest thing
imaginable from a bustling Seattle coffee
shop. I’ve come to this
mountainous
region,
hours by gravel road off
the tourist track, to get
a first hand look at what
life is like for the people who grow the coffee
we’re told is fair trade.
After a drive through Jaltenango, a
medium-sized, coffee growing town
with prominent coffee warehouses
decorated with Starbucks logos, I arrived at the stadium to meet a group
of people displaced from their homes
and plantations in September.
Over 100 people have been living in these close, cramped quarters
since December. Most of the community left their lands after heavy rains
caused mudslides in September, and
now they sleep side by side on mats
on the floor in a concrete auditorium.
They’ve lived through an epidemic of
lice, an outbreak of skin disease, and a
series of respiratory infections.
The parking lot is the makeshift central park in this temporary
village, which resembles a refugee
camp. White, plastic roofed tents with
blankets for walls serve as school and
the kitchen. “It’s a disaster,” said one
woman, one of the few who agreed
to talk on the condition of anonymity. “In that damn stadium we have to
sleep all squished together.”
Watershed Sentinel

The people living in the sports
stadium seemed afraid of speaking
to foreign journalists, as if the entire
future of this community, known as
Nuevo Colombia, depended on the
kindness of the state government.
Not only is Starbucks failing to
live up to its current rhetoric,
but the company’s plans for the
future are cause for concern.
They were promised permanent houses in a model village style housing
block known as the Sustainable Rural
City of Jaltenango. This new village,
one of five of its kind in Chiapas, was
supposed to be ready in February, but
by July, not a single house had been
constructed.
Most mornings, the men return
to their small plots of land to care
for their coffee plants. They sell their
beans to a variety of organizations, including Mexico’s largest coffee buyer
and exporter, United Agroindustrial18

ists of Mexico (AMSA).
Day to day life is precarious. Before long, I was
escorted off the gated
premises of the sports
complex by police and
private security. My
first taste of what life is
like for coffee growers
displaced by an extreme
climate event was about as pleasant as
a day old cuppa joe. And it was just
the beginning.
Green Monopolists: Starbucks
and Conservation International
Over the past 20 years, Starbucks
Coffee has come to shape the way
people around the world drink their
coffee: tall or venti, extra hot or frappuchinoed, and most importantly, nowhip, which is to say, without guilt.
Beyond the coffee, recyclable cups
and fair trade beans connect the Starbucks brand to a feel-good experience
for consumers.
But far away from the familiar
buzz of the grinder and the staccato
of a barista cleaning the espresso machine, there’s growing concern about
the goals of the world’s largest gourmet coffee company. Not only is Starbucks failing to live up to its current
rhetoric, say other local growers and
fair trade proponents, but the company’s plans for the future are cause
for concern.
September-October 2011
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Dressed in a collared shirt, posed
on a rock beside a stream that cuts
through his family’s coffee farm,
Efraín Orantes Abadía talks to a filmmaker working for Starbucks and
Conservation International. He describes the measures his family takes
to ensure that their coffee is grown in
an ecological way, and in the final cut,
gentle piano music plays in the background.
The next scene in the video,
a promotional tool for Starbucks’s
Shared Planet brand, is inside a Starbucks coffee shop. A barista is offering up organic, shade grown Mexican
coffee, and as the camera pans along a
bag of beans from Chiapas, a customer expresses their taste for coffee that
protects birds. The video then takes
viewers back to the Orantes’ harmonious plantation, which is known as
Finca Arroyo Negro.
The reality on the ground is a little different. Small scale coffee growers are among the most precarious
labourers in the region, as I’d already
seen in Jaltenango. By the time I met
Orantes two years after the promotional video was shot, the story shifted even more.
Watershed Sentinel

“Shared Planet, the program of
CAFE Practices, after we worked on
their documentary they promised lots
of things to support us in our efforts to
look after Triunfo [biosphere reserve],
they promised us equipment and assistance, and we haven’t received anything,” he said.
They monopolize production,
and they pay producers the
price they want.
Finca Arroyo Negro has since
stopped selling their coffee to Starbucks, having realized there’s better money elsewhere. They’re not
the only ones. At least four well established growers’ cooperatives in
Mexico broke ranks with Starbucks
and Conservation International after
the introduction of CAFE Practices in
2004. Many of these growers sought
out smaller buyers with a strong commitment to the principles of fair trade.
CAFE Practices is a self-regulated “farmer equity” certification program designed by Starbucks and Conservation International. “Unlike Fair
Trade, their standards do not include a
19

guaranteed minimum price to the producer,” according to Marie-Christine
Renard, a sociologist from the University of Chapingo in Mexico State.
Together with Conservation International, Starbucks has undermined the strength of smaller coffee
cooperatives, writes Renard, who
points out that AMSA plays an intermediary role in the CAFE Practices
program.
“They want to monopolize the
production and cultivation of coffee,” said Jordan Orantes Balbuena,
Efraín’s father and the owner of Finca
Arroyo Negro, referring to AMSA.
“They monopolize production, and
they pay producers the price they
want.”
From “Farmer Equity” to Carbon Neutrality?
Conservation International is
certainly no stranger to controversy.
With annual revenues upwards of $77
million last year, you could say that CI
is to environmentalism as Starbucks
is to coffee: a green machine.
In their 2010 annual report,
Conservation International calls the
Continued on Page 20 
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Coffee continued
results of their partnership with Starbucks in Chiapas “one of the first and
most notable corporate engagements
to address climate change.” But outside the feel good gloss of annual reports and promotional videos, the relationship between CI and Starbucks
isn’t quite so transparent.
The air conditioning blasted cool
relief as I stepped through the front
entrance of the sprawling Camino
Real hotel in Tuxtla Gutierrez, the
capital of Chiapas. The occasion was
the presentation of the coffee growing sector’s strategy with regards to
climate change in Chiapas, an event
hosted by the Government of Chiapas
and Conservation International .
Under the bright lights of the
chandeliers in the hotel ballroom,
over 100 coffee farmers were broken
into four groups, each sitting around
a facilitator with a flipchart. I joined
in the back of one of the groups, our
facilitator was a representative from
the UN. He was coaxing the men to
participate, asking them to give some
feedback; when that failed he tossed
around a plastic ball, and whoever got
stuck with it when he called out “time
up” would be required to read from an
87 page document prepared before the
meeting started.
This, I realized, was part of what
Conservation International and the

government of Chiapas would later
call a consultation process with peasant farmers. Risk management, related
to erosion and extreme weather events
was the top priority for these coffee
farmers, who tend to between 0.5 and
three hectares of shade grown coffee
plantations. Many of these events are
connected to climate change, though
CI presented climate change as an
altogether separate phenomenon, for

While executives in Seattle and
Washington draw up plans to take
advantage of the carbon market,
it is small farmers in Chiapas
who continue to bear the direct
burden of climate change.
which it proposed a novel solution:
a new climate law, and the invisible
hand of the carbon market.
“The project on actions to mitigate climate change, which is forest
carbon capture in coffee growing
communities in the Sierra Madre,
started three years ago, in 2008,” said
Monica Morales, the technical coordinator of Conservation International.
Morales and I spoke after the session
had wrapped up for the day.
Although their logo didn’t appear
on event materials, Morales told me

BC’s Pacific Carbon Trust
A BC crown corporation, Pacific Carbon Trust, brokers carbon offsets
for BC customers, almost all of whom are government agencies, school
boards, health authorities, etc. which are required by law to be carbon
neutral by next year.
The offsets sold to the public bodies include many from the forest
industry, and many of dubious value. For example, millions of dollars from public funds will go to TimberWest to preserve pockets
of old growth on its private forest land on Vancouver Island, although the company has plans to accelerate logging of its younger trees. In the Vancouver Province on August 22, journalist Ben
Parfitt also points to the case of the Nature Conservancy which
has been paid about $2.3 million to conserve trees.
—DB, www.pacificcarbontrust.com
Watershed Sentinel
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Starbucks was the main financier of
the meeting.
The final document from the
meetings in Tuxtla recommended
that Chiapas implement the Climate
Change Adaptation and Mitigation
Law, which was passed by the state
congress in December 2010.
One of specific outcomes of the
new law is to encourage the adoption of the State of Chiapas Climate
Change Action Plan (PACCCH),
which Conservation International had
a hand in developing. The PACCCH
calls for baseline studies towards the
implementation of Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation, (REDD), the United Nations’ plan to integrate forests into the
carbon market.
Carbon trading schemes have
invited intense criticism over the
past years. In the case of small coffee farmers in Chiapas, entering the
carbon market will involve selling
carbon credits from trees on their
shade grown plantations, as well as
planting new trees. The buyers of carbon credits, be they corporations or
governments, would thus offset their
emissions. Groups like Conservation
International will act as intermediaries between transnational corporations and the people selling the carbon
credits. According to the emerging
logic of the carbon market, this would
neutralize the carbon output of those
who buy the credits.
On the surface, it appears that
everybody wins. Farmers will receive small annual payments for the
trees that are already on their land,
or new trees they’ve planted. The
governments of Mexico and Chiapas
will green their image, Conservation
International will create a new revenue stream managing their credits,
and Starbucks’ growers will receive
subsidies through third parties. The
whole exercise will be branded as a
response to climate change .
September-October 2011
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Fair Trade First Hand
The reality may well prove to be
otherwise. A pilot project for carbon
neutral coffee carried out in 2008
failed to deliver on its stated goals
when small scale coffee farmers
didn’t show interest in planting trees
on their properties. One of the key
reasons farmers didn’t participate was
because they received less than $10
a month in the first year for planting
new trees. But more importantly, the
trees that provide shade on small plantations in Chiapas already absorb carbon. Integrating them into the carbon
market changes little in terms of actually counteracting climate change. Instead, it creates a new market around
them, and further obscures and complicates what real action against climate change requires.
The science of climate change
and the impacts it causes is something
that organizers and activists in Chiapas are just starting to understand,
says Gustavo Castro Soto, an organizer with Otros Mundos in San Cristobal de las Casas. “When it comes to
the market mechanisms, which are
complicated… Those are left to specialists and environmentalists, even
though we should all understand
them,” he said. “And if you criticize
them, [organizations like Conservation International] come after you
saying you’re against development,
that you’re against fighting climate
change,” said Castro.

Carbon Laboratory
For the world’s largest coffee
company, Chiapas, Mexico is a key
laboratory to test the possibilities of
hooking the farmers at the base of
their supply chain into the carbon
market.
Why would Starbucks want to
promote a law specifically dealing
with climate change, when there’s
already other environmental laws?
That’s precisely the question Efrain
Orantes has been asking himself.
“I think that together, Starbucks,
AMSA and CI are creating… a new
standard, to say that it is carbon neutral coffee,” he said. Conservation
International has already run one
project in Chiapas modeling the possibility of café sin carbono, or coffee
without carbon. Starbucks refused to
answer questions about this issue before this story went to press.
While executives in Seattle and
Washington draw up plans to take
advantage of the carbon market, it is
small farmers in Chiapas who continue to bear the direct burden of climate change. “I don’t think anyone is
denying the climate crisis and climate
change,” said Castro. “But [business,
industry and large NGOs] are proposing solutions that won’t work, false solutions to climate change, and they’re
making money off of this crisis,” he
said.

There’s a handful of smaller
coffee companies in British Columbia which adhere to the foundational principles of fair trade,
protecting coffee growers and
paying them a fair price for their
product. The folks behind these
initiatives aren’t about public relations and green spin, instead, they
make a point of knowing the coffee
growers first hand. On Vancouver
Island, check out World Community Coffee (http://www.wcdes.ca),
and in Vancouver and around the
province, try Café Justicia (http://
cafejusticia.ca).

Erratic rains and unexpected
droughts are just part of how the climate is changing. The strongest impacts are without a doubt the weather
events that lead to disasters like the
mudslides that displaced the community of Nuevo Colombia last year. The
complicated logic of the carbon market might give pause to conscientious
North Americans with the means to
sip coffee at Starbucks. But it does
little to decrease the vulnerability of
farming families in Chiapas, who will
continue to suffer the most dramatic
consequences of the climate crisis.
t
Dawn Paley is a freelance journalist in Vancouver.
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Share the Wild Foods
The edibility of a berry is scaled as follows: highly edible (e.g., wild strawberry); edible (tasty, e.g., bunchberry);
not palatable (e.g., silverberry); edible with caution (likely
toxic if eaten in any quantity, e.g., juniper berries); poisonous (e.g., devil’s club berries). Some berries, such as Oregon
grape, may be too sour or tart to eat in any quantity, but are
excellent for making jams and jellies. The author discusses
the potential dangers of consuming berries that we are not
absolutely sure of and dispels some dangerously inaccurate
folklore.
In this age of urban sprawl and general destruction of
wild habitats, to be able to harvest wild foods is a distinct
and increasingly rare pleasure. The author reminds us to
consider birds and other wild critters who may need these
foods to survive. If an area is replete with berries and you
only want a handful to sample, then go ahead and enjoy
the treat. But if there are birds and animals about, or if
the particular berry is in short supply, she urges us not to
gather so many as to fill our freezers with wild berry pies.
I agree; I don’t believe humans have dibs on everything on
this planet. It’s a good idea to share wild foods with the rest
of Earth’s critters.
—Maggie Paquet

Wild Berries of British Columbia, by
Fiona Hamersley Chambers
Softcover, 192 pages, full-colour
photos and illustrations
Lone Pine Publishing, ISBN 97855105-865-8, $21.95

This is an attractive and useful guide to
BC’s wild berries, and worth adding to your reference library. While it features over 110 different ones, the author
admits it is “not intended as a complete reference.” After
describing, with illustrations, the types of berries (drupe,
pome, cone, hip, etc.), the book is organized into three main
sections: Trees and Shrubs (the largest section), Flowering
Plants, and Poisonous Plants.
Detailed descriptions and excellent photos help to accurately identify the wild berries. The author describes the
general habitat, range, and seasonality of each berry, and
gives further information on traditional and modern uses
– whether for food or medicine or other uses. She also includes some history on the botanical naming system and
why its universality is important, information on harvesting (or not) and propagation, and provides 18 recipes for
some of her favourite berries.

Watershed Sentinel
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Ecosystem-Based Planning:
The Workbook
Maintaining Whole
Systems on Earth’s
Crown: EcosystemBased Conservation
Planning for the Boreal
Forest, by Herb Hammond. Published by Silva
Forest Foundation, Slocan Park, BC, www.silvafor.org;
Distributed by New Society Publishers, Gabriola Island,
BC, www.newsociety.com; 402 pgs, soft cover, $49.95;

Section 1, Introduction and Background, is essential
to understanding the importance of the boreal forest. The
values held by the author – who has long-respected knowledge and on-the-ground practical experience – are well
explained.
Section 2, Definition and Scientific Rationale,
discusses the eight primary principles of EBCP and the
importance of the kincentric approach to understanding
and appreciating what an ecosystem is. He gives scientific
support for EBCP and discusses key concepts, such as ecological integrity and ecological limits. All key concepts and
principles, and their relationships, are also well presented in
understandable tables, diagrams, and photos.
Section 3, Important Boreal Forest Characteristics,
describes what the boreal forest is, the complex interrelationships of land and water in this cold climate, and how
natural and human-caused factors affect this and other ecologically sensitive ecosystems.
Section 4, Steps to Develop an Ecosystem-Based
Conservation Plan, builds logically on the material presented. A roadmap for using this section can be used as a
workbook, as can the process summary and checklist at the
end of this section.
Section 5, Case Studies of Ecosystem-Based Conservation Plans, is worth the price of the book, in my humble opinon. The two main ones described are from the Innu
and the Xeni Gwet’in peoples. “Neither relate to their land
as wilderness, but as identities to be respected through a
caring relationship that protects the integrity of the land and
water while providing for human needs…. The practical
process of EBCP illustrated by these case studies may be
applied in any ecosystem – any landscape – across Earth.”
Section 6, Planners’ Toolkit, goes to the bones of
the subject; it focuses on how to work without computers,
how to develop data sets, GIS analysis and interpretations,
aerial photography and satellite images, and map designs.
It presents information on ecologically sustainable forestry,
fitting mineral exploration and mining into an EBCP, and
an illuminating subsection on Appreciative Inquiry, a community dialogue and planning process.
The concluding section includes thoughtful words
from the author, a glossary, and references. The book has
92 figures and 9 tables. Get this book!
—Maggie Paquet

ISBN 978-0-9734779-0-0

There are so many important and interesting concepts
in this book that a review limited to 650 words cannot do
it justice. The best I can hope is inspire you to buy, borrow (ask your local library to get a copy or two), or beg a
copy. Whether your interest is land use planning or community or organization enrichment, you will find this book
immensely useful.
I have no doubt that this is an important book –
particularly because of its utilitarian handbook format.
Every school and college from secondary on up should invest in at least one copy. The author says, “While the book
uses boreal forest examples, it applies to all forests and
many other planning situations.”
What is ecosystem-based conservation planning?
How does it differ from conventional land- and resourceuse planning? Who benefits? (The short answer to that last
question is: everyone and everything on the planet.) The
author says the book is “…for First Nations, other rural
communities, activists, and other people who want to know
the philosophy, principles, and planning process behind
ecosystem-based conservation planning (EBCP).”
Designed in parts as a workbook, a main goal is “to help
people understand what real EBCP is and provide a means
to evaluate plans that are presented as ecosystem-based.”
EBCP means “relating to and using the ecosystems we are
part of in ways that ensure the protection, maintenance,
and, where necessary, restoration of biological diversity
from the genetic and species levels to the community and
landscape levels. An EBCP perspective works at all scales,
from the microscopic to the global. The priorities that guide
ecosystem-based use of land and water focus first on what
to protect, and then on what to use.” EBCP is “rooted in the
holism of Indigenous land ethics and supported by leadingedge scientific research and thinking.”
Regardless of your level of experience in ecosystembased planning, this book will be useful.
Watershed Sentinel
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BC’s Bio Boondoggle
The BC Bioenergy Strategy
is based on hard-to-pin down
and diverse guesstimates of
wood volumes, supply forecasts,
conversion factors. Hundreds of
millions of public dollars have
been committed to increasing
the use of forest-based biomass
for electricity, heat, and steam.
The long-term beneficiaries of
these programs are corporations
and their shareholders. Millions
of dollars in the bioenergy sector
are flowing from the public treasury to private interests while the
forests are slated to be burned.
by Arthur Caldicott
Gordon Campbell and the BC
Liberals’ energy legacy is a boondoggle of policies, subsidies, and fantastical claims. The 2010 Clean Energy
Act brought together a decade of energy initiatives in a single legislative
dog’s breakfast – delivering blows to
the environment, the economy, and
the credibility of government.
BC’s Bioenergy Strategy is a
complex part of the energy strategy.
Its dimensions include the types and
supply of biofuels, how they can be
used, and the economic and ecological impacts.
It will reduce BC’s greenhouse
gas emissions, strengthen competitiveness, achieve electricity self-sufficiency, open new export opportunities, and turn mountain pine beetle
(MPB) devastation into an opportunity. World peace may be in there too.
Paid for by citizens, profiting private
companies.
BC’s Biofuels
The government’s pie chart
shows 87% of BC’s biomass coming
from the forest – the focus of this arWatershed Sentinel

ticle; 53% is from forestry activities;
another 34% are the trees killed by
MPB. Agriculture contributes 10%,
and municipal solid wastes are the remaining 3%.
Estimates of the energy potential
of new sources – the sun or biomass,
for example – start optimistically –
“enough power for 100 years!” Reality generally ratchets down those big
numbers, just as it cranks up costs.
Government’s glib expectation that
50% of BC’s renewable fuel requirements – note, not just electricity – will
be met by biofuels by 2020, may join
the Kyoto emission targets as colossal
broken promises.
Mountain Pine Beetle
MPB was expected to kill 80%
of the province’s merchantable pine
in the timber harvesting land base.
Government saw this as a 20 year
biofuel resource and hoped to capture
the value by increasing annual allowable cuts (AAC) with a “pine-leading”
emphasis, and by directing BC Hydro
to issue two bioenergy calls. By 2011
– today – with the peak kill six years
ago, the mortality projection has been
adjusted down to 61% (still a huge
volume of 830 million cubic metres
[m3] or 340 million “bone dry tonnes”
[BDT] ). The quality of the dead wood
is now rapidly declining, while economic and environmental constraints
24

further reduce the actual harvestable
portion. The opportunity to obtain the
best energy and economic outcomes
from this crisis in our forests has already passed – but the worst is yet to
come in terms of harvests.
For example, in the Lakes Timber
Supply Area (TSA) – west of Prince
George, east of Smithers – the AAC
more than doubled from 1.5 million
m3 per year in 2001 to 3.2 by 2004 as
the MPB infestation moved through
its arc of devastation. The Lakes TSA
AAC is now reduced to 2 million m3/
yr. Within a decade, the Lakes TSA
AAC may be only 250,000 m3/yr
when no harvestable pine remains. It
may be 90 years before cuts can return
to pre-MPB levels.
“Sustainable Forestry”
For government to be talking
about “sustainable forestry” while the
MPB catastrophe is unleashed, is a bit
like watering flowers while flames
engulf the house – but that’s where
53% of BC’s biomass resource is anticipated to come from in the bioenergy strategy. Estimated at more than 17
million BDT per year (42 million m3),
12 million BDT is to come from “forest residues” or wastes from existing
forestry and milling operations, 1.2
million will come from “enhanced silviculture” for traditional forest products, and 4 million will come from
enhanced silviculture for “bioenergy
plantations.”
It represents 65% of the 2011
provincial AAC of 64.5 million m3
– which suggests that we’re making beneficial use of only 35% of the
forests we cut, or that the AAC will
expand to include new harvesting for
energy.
September-October 2011
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But it is really difficult to tell.
Combine the elastic amount of residue
available from wood harvesting, with
“enhanced silviculture” and “bioenergy plantations,” add an uncertain
amount of biomass from MPB mortality, and that’s the supply part of BC’s
Bioenergy Strategy – some parts reality, some parts fantasy.
Government has also introduced
a mish-mash of tenure novelties to
support the bioenergy strategy. These
include non-replaceable forest licences, stand-as-a-whole pricing, and receiving licences, taking MPB out of
the AAC, putting MPB back into the
AAC.
The term “bioenergy plantation”
envisions trees grown specifically for
their energy. Ethanol from agriculture,
brought into large scale production by
government policy and incentives, has
been discredited on ecological, economic, and carbon arguments. Similar
initiatives in the forest are likely to
be equally without merit – but BC’s
Chief Forester is already considering
demands on the forest for plantations.
What To Do with Biofuel?
Burn it. First choice in the Bioenergy Strategy is burn it here to generate electricity; second is send it to
Europe as pellets, where they’ll burn
it. These involve conventional, established technologies, and government
policies have fabricated the demand
and provided the financial inducements.
The strategy also envisions an assortment of fuel switching technologies including burning the biomass in
place of natural gas or diesel, mixing it
with coal, and converting it to synthetic gas or synthetic coal. Apart from
burning wood in place of gas or coal
– the crudest of fuel switching strategies – these other technologies mostly
“need research” or “need development” – and they also need subsidies.
Watershed Sentinel

Electricity Generation
BC Hydro pays generously for
electricity – $124 per megawatt hour
(MWh) is the latest figure it cites.
Not only can those IPPs find no other
buyer, they have struck pure shareholder gold with these rates. Compare
this with the $36/MWh market rate
mid-August at the California-Oregon
border.
The first biomass project in
which BC Hydro was involved was
Northwest Energy in Williams Lake,
owned by Edmonton’s Capital Power,
and the first self-generation projects
at pulp mills in BC were with Zelstoff Celgar and Howe Sound Pulp and
Paper (HSPP). These were initiated in
1989. Since then, BC Hydro has implemented a series of calls for power. A
number of biofuel projects have been
proposed, some received Electricity
Purchase Agreements (EPAs), one
started then closed when its host mill
shut down (Eurocan). By 2008, the
high rate of attrition for these projects
meant that there were still only five
operating bioenergy projects selling
any electricity to BC Hydro.
The government’s Bioenergy
Strategy kicked into high gear when
BC Hydro was directed to issue
Bioenergy Phase 1 and Phase 2 calls
for energy.
Phase 1 ran from February 2008
to February 2009. BC Hydro was
looking for 1000 gigawatt hours
(GWh) from projects which needed no
new tenure, would use existing forestbased biomass including mill wastes
and black liquor, and proven technologies. It received 20 proposals for
4100 GWh, but EPAs were issued for
only four projects totalling 579 GWh.
Three were from pulp mills – Canfor,
Domtar, and Zellstoff Celgar – and
one was independent. The last, PG
Interior Waste-to-Energy, a pyrolysis
scheme which should have failed the
“proven technology” criterion, has apparently joined the attrition list, reduc25

On Measurements
In this article we use three standard
measures and two conversion factors
which enable us to move imperfectly
between timber volumes, biomass,
and energy: 2.44 cubic metres = 1 dry
tonne, and both 1.398 megawatt hours
= 1 dry tonne and 0.900 MWh = 1 dry
tonne. The higher energy factor is used
in federal government documents and
appears to be the more frequently used
conversion rate. The lower factor is
used in the BC government’s bioenergy
information guide.

ing Bioenergy Phase 1 to 509 GWh.
While the Phase 1 call was unfolding, the federal government introduced its Green Transformation Fund
(GTF) – a billion dollars for Canadian
kraft pulp mills which could be applied to energy efficiency and generation projects. [See Rob Wiltzen’s companion article, “Turning BC Forests
into Fuel,” page 12.]
The GTF essentially covered the
capital costs for the three successful
bidders – all of whom had pitched
their projects months before GTF was
introduced, drawn only by the potential revenue from an EPA with BC
Continued on Page 26 
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Bio Boondoggle continued
Hydro.
Bioenergy Phase 2 ran from May
2010 to August 2011. It also was looking for 1000 GWh of energy, with two
big differences from Phase 1: these
projects could require new forest tenure, and projects could not be eligible
for the GTF. EPA’s were awarded to
four projects proposed by two companies, and 754 GWh of energy. One of
the companies, Western Bio Energy,
is wholly owned by French corporations Veolia and Electricité de France.
While Phase 2 was underway, BC
Hydro signed an unrelated EPA with
Conifex for 200 GWh to be generated
in Mackenzie using biomass sourced
from the company’s own tenures and
mills.
That brings us to the present: seven bioenergy projects are delivering
1929 GWh per year to BC Hydro, and
five, not yet been built, could deliver
another 954 GWh – though attrition is
likely to take a bite out of them.
That 2883 GWh/yr of energy
will require between 2.1-3.2 million
tonnes (5-7.8 million m3) of wood.
Pulp, Paper and Wood –
Power and Profit Hungry
Of the seven existing forest-based
biofuel projects in BC with EPAs, five
are with pulp and paper companies.
The pulp, paper and wood industries are BC Hydro’s biggest power
consumers, using 14,000 GWh or 25%
of BC Hydro’s supply in 2010. Reducing that huge demand is an important
component of BC Hydro’s planning.
There are two ways that can be done:
self-generation and efficiency measures.
Industries in BC do not generate
electricity for their own use because
BC Hydro’s “transmission rate” for
electricity , at $31/MWh, is far below
the cost of building and operating a
new generation facility.
BC Hydro does nevertheless offer financial incentives to customers
Watershed Sentinel

to generate some of their own power
through “load displacement agreements.” A number of industrial customers now generate at least some of
their own electricity. BC Hydro has
identified another 1200 GWh of undeveloped generation potential.
There is a wall between a pulp
producer as a customer of BC Hydro
and the same company as an electricity supplier to BC Hydro. Those are
two separate relationships – the pulp
producers continue to receive embedded-cost power for their pulp and
paper operations, while selling their
self-generated high-priced EPA power
to BC Hydro.
Whether or not this seems like
gaming the system, or even arbitrage,
it has the approval of the BC Utilities
Commission. The Commission even
takes it a step further: “any self-generators, as owners of the generation facilities, should have the flexibility to
reduce domestic load as they see fit in
the commercial circumstances at hand
in order to optimize the export of selfgenerated power.” A pulp producer, or
Alcan or Teck, can cut back on its core
business – pulp, paper, smelting – to
ramp up its electricity sales when it is
more profitable to do so.
Pellets
Pellets are made from sawdust,
which is heated, compressed, and
bagged. Europe takes perhaps 90% of
BC pellet production. European carbon reduction policies have created a
demand for lower carbon fuels to mix
with or replace coal. And demand is
growing.
BC now has ten pellet manufacturing operations (owned by five companies) located in the interior from
Houston to Prince George and down
to Kelowna. Production capacity is
1.6 million tonnes per year.
Nevertheless, the industry faces
some risks. Fire is one: pellets like to
auto-combust. The problem is so se26

vere that obtaining insurance in Canada has become one of the industry’s
big challenges. Try a Google search
for “BC pellet plant fire”.
Future wood supply is another.
Logging and milling residues, combined with MPB wood makes for
plenty of supply, but the availability
of MPB wood which retains enough
calorific value will decline, and AACs
will decline with it. Yet the industry is
still investing as if wood supply will
continue indefinitely. Pacific Bio Energy even boasts that 50% of its feed
stock is from MPB.
BC’s biofuels strategy, like most
initiatives in the Liberal’s energy program, rests on subsidies. Yet there
is no direct subsidy in BC for pellet
manufacturing. That’s because the
subsidy is in Europe. Enough of a subsidy to more than overcome the cost
of pellets and the expense of shipping.
But Europe’s economic difficulties
are putting severe pressure on carbon
mitigation initiatives.
Switching, Syngas
and Syncoal
Burning wood in place of natural
gas, oil, and coal is relatively straightforward. Other Bioenergy Strategy
technologies propose to convert biomass first into substitutes for these
fossil fuels. These conversions involve pyrolysis – heating wood fibre
in low-oxygen environments.
A number of companies in BC
are working on these technologies.
Nexterra has the highest profile, and
has staked the most opportunities
for itself and its clients: at Dockside
Green in Victoria local construction
waste is converted to syngas which
fires a boiler generating heat for the
entire complex as well as a nearby hotel; UBC where a combined heat and
electricity pilot project is underway,
University of Northern BC (heat),
Kruger’s paper mill in New Westminster (process steam), Tolko’s Heffley
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Creek sawmill near Kamloops (process heat). These projects have been
the recipients of millions of dollars in
grants.
Pacific Carbon Trust
An ingenious method of moving money from the public sector to
private interests involves the Pacific
Carbon Trust (PCT). Itself an invention of Gordon Campbell’s climate initiatives, the PCT sells carbon offsets
from revenues which come almost
entirely from the public sector – BC
government, local governments and
school districts in BC – which have
been required since 2010 to be carbon
neutral.
The cost to the public sector, the
revenues to PCT, and the eventual shift
into offsets sold by the private sector,
such as fuel switching projects at pulp
mills is about $25 million per year.
The PCT has seized on the bioenergy
strategy and has so far funded fourteen fuel-switching projects in BC,
many at pulp mills.
Dollars and Carbon –
Fooling the People
Climate change provides the rationale for much of the Bioenergy
Strategy. It is based on an understanding that biomass is carbon-neutral. A
number of studies have concluded that
this is not correct, that burning biomass releases more carbon than natural gas, if not coal, and that it takes
a human lifetime to refix that carbon
released from biomass today, in new
forest growth. The Manomet Study of
Woody Biomass in particular, is cited
in this respect: “Forest biomass generally emits more greenhouse gases
than fossil fuels per unit of energy
produced.” [graph from Manomet
study]
The strategy is based on hard-topin down and diverse guesstimates of
wood volumes, supply forecasts, conversion factors. Nobody could borWatershed Sentinel

BC Liberal Energy Flip-Flops

BC Transmission Corp. – in 2003, the Liberals created BCTC out of
BC Hydro to manage transmission assets. In 2010, the Clean Energy Act put
BCTC back into BC Hydro. Estimated cost: $100 million plus?
GSX Pipeline & Duke Point Power Project – in 2005, BC Hydro cancelled these two projects after supporting them at government direction for
five expensive years. Writedown: $120 million.
Offshore Oil and Gas – the province’s aggressive promotion of offshore
drilling received nearly $6 million a year in 2005 and 2006, but disappeared
by 2009. Money wasted fighting British Columbians, for something not even
the oil companies were interested in pursuing. Cost: $30 million plus.
BC Utilities Commission – the Liberals came into power in 2001 promising to put the regulation of BC Hydro back into the hands of the BCUC, but
consistently undermined both BC Hydro and the BCUC through the intervening years. When BCUC rejected BC Hydro’s Long Term Acquisition Plan
(LTAP) in 2009, Campbell had a major Rumpelstiltskin,and the Clean Energy
Act was the result – cabinet would now make all major energy decisions. Collateral costs: Campbell’s popularity sunk to 9%, a new low for BC Premiers. A
few months later he was gone. Direct costs: immeasurable.
row from a bank based on this data,
but hundreds of millions of dollars of
public money has been committed.
The long-term beneficiaries of
these programs are corporations and
their shareholders. Zelstoff Celgar, for
example, now owns a 48 MW facility
paid for by the GTF which is generating about $22 million per year paid
by BC’s electricity ratepayers. Capital
Power of Edmonton receives about
$49 million a year from its Williams
Lake bioenergy facility.
The increasing use of forestbased biomass for electricity, heat,
and steam for industrial processes,
would not happen without government support. The millions of dollars
being channelled into the bioenergy
sector are flowing from the public
treasury to private interests.

Resources

BC Bioenergy Strategy: Growing Our
Natural Energy Advantage,
www.energyplan.gov.bc.ca/bioenergy
Provincial-Level Projection of the
Current Mountain Pine Beetle Outbreak: Update of the infestation projection based on the 2010 Provincial
Aerial Overview of Forest Health and
the BCMPB model (year 8), www.for.
gov.bc.ca/ftp/hre/external/!publish/
web/ bcmpb/year8/BCMPB.
v8.BeetleProjection.Update.pdf
Biomass Sustainability and Carbon
Policy Study, Manomet Center for
Conservation Sciences, Manomet,
Massachusetts, June 2010,
www.manomet.org/node/322

t
Energy analyst Arthur Caldicott
is a regular writer for the Watershed
Sentinel
Sponsored by
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Have You Heard?
Compiled by Delores Broten & Susan MacVittie
Sea Rise in CA
Coastal California state and local
planning authorities have started telling developers to factor sea-level
rise into project designs. California’s
Ocean Protection Council decided
state agencies should prepare for a
half-foot increase in sea level by 2030,
just above a foot of rise by 2050 and
nearly 5 feet of rise by 2100 if humans
don’t start drastically cutting greenhouse gas emissions.
—The Sacramento Bee, July 3, 2011
Germany to Shut Nukes
Germany will shut down the
country’s nuclear power plants by
2022, a policy change prompted by
Japan’s nuclear disaster. The country
has 17 reactors in total. Less than a
quarter of Germany’s electricity is
produced by nuclear power. Wind,
solar, and hydroelectric power currently produces about 17 per cent of
the country’s electricity. Switzerland,
where nuclear power produces 40 per
cent of the country’s electricity, also
announced its plans to shut down its
reactors once they reach their average
lifespan of 50 years – which will be
by 2034.
—Associated Press, May 30, 2011
GM Labelling Success
At the annual Codex summit
in Geneva in June, the US delegation dropped its opposition to GM
labelling. The Codex Alimentarius
Commission of the UN, made up of
the world’s food safety regulatory
agencies, has been labouring for two
decades to come up with consensus
guidance on GM labelling. The new
Codex agreement means that any
country wishing to adopt GM food
labelling will no longer face the threat
of a legal challenge from the World
Trade Organization. Codex guideWatershed Sentinel

lines are voluntary and non-binding
but are the benchmarks against which
national food measures and regulations are evaluated in the event of
trade disputes.
—Consumer International,
July 5, 2011
Kinder Morgan Oil
Kinder Morgan TransMountain
Pipeline is planning to quadruple oil
tanker traffic in Burrard Inlet and
Georgia Strait, BC. The company estimates that in 2010, 71 tankers came
and went from its Westridge Terminal
in Burnaby, but by 2016 they hope to
have 288 tankers on the route.
By the end of 2016,
Kinder Morgan plans to
ship 700,000 barrels per
day, up from its current
300,000. Two-thirds
of the oil would go to
tankers in Burrard Inlet
Enbridge’s application for their
proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline
has triggered a public federal review,
but Kinder Morgan’s approach is to
incrementally add capacity to its pipeline and its terminal over a 10-year
period. By the end of 2016, the company plans to ship 700,000 barrels
per day, up from its current 300,000.
Two-thirds of the oil would go to tankers waiting in Burrard Inlet. By comparison, Enbridge’s proposed pipeline
would carry 525,000 barrels per day
from Edmonton to Kitimat, on BC’s
north coast.
—Vancouver Sun, June 27, 2011
Grassy Narrows Success
Grassy Narrows First Nation
in southwestern Ontario has won a
landmark legal victory in the Ontario
Superior Court after over more than
28

ten years. The judge ruled that the
province of Ontario cannot permit
clearcut logging and mining that disrupts Grassy Narrows’ right to hunt
and fish under Treaty 3, a nation-tonation agreement signed with Canada.
This is a big step forward in Grassy
Narrows’ long road to end unwanted
logging on their territory and to gain
recognition for their land rights.
Grassy Narrows and its supporters, which have included Greenpeace,
want to make sure that the court decision is properly implemented. The
ongoing blockade, boycott, and political pressure will likely continue.
—CBC, August 17, 2011
Site C Goes to UN
Treaty 8 First Nations took their
fight against the Site C Dam on the
Peace River in northern BC to the
tenth session of the United Nations
Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues, where they were given a rare
exclusive meeting with Special Rapporteur James Anaya.
The United Nations Permanent
Forum on Indigenous Issues, which
deals with economic and social development, culture, the environment,
education, health and human rights,
is a space for indigenous peoples to
voice their concerns.
West Moberly, Prophet, Doig,
and Halfway River First Nations are
opposed to the Site C dam, which will
result in the flooding and destruction
of hunting, fishing and over 7,000
acres of agricultural lands in northern
Canada. The proposed 1,100 megawatt hydroelectric dam has a projected cost of almost $8 billion and is
at the first stage of an environmental
review.
—Treaty 8 First Nations,
May 26, 2011
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
These generous sustainers help us to provide you with a strong independent voice for
environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them with thanks.
Stars

helyi, Montreal QC • Marjorie Urquhart, Fanny Bay BC • Cordula
Vogt, Salt Spring Island BC • George Waddell, Sechelt BC • Susan
Marie Yoshihara, Denman Island BC • Ray Zimmerman, Victoria
BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC

Barnard-Boecker Centre Foundation, Victoria BC • Vicky
Husband, Victoria BC • Glasswaters Foundation • Mel
McDonald, Victoria BC • Helen Lee & Michael Redican,
Quathiaski Cove BC • R.E. Wolf, Calgary AB

Bundle Donors

Friends

John Atkinson, Vancouver BC • Marion Cummins, Victoria BC •
Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC • Juliette & Rick Laing, Salt Spring
Island BC • Krista Roessingh & Ingmar Lee, Denny Island BC • BJ
Lynch, Kaslo BC • Paul MacGillvray, Mission BC • Colin Rankin,
Victoria BC • Jim Whitworth, Ucluelet BC • T.E. Wolfwood, Victoria BC

Gordon Albright, Toronto ON • John & Sharon Cashore,
Coquitlam BC • Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC • Juliette &
Rick Laing, Salt Spring Island BC • Ron Mayo, Bella Coola BC
• Peter McAllister, Cache Creek BC • Chris & Beth Napper,
Whaletown BC • Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Penny Sanger,
Ottawa ON • Bruce Torrie, Kelowna BC • Deb Weiers, Red
Deer AB • Peter Johnston & Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti Island BC
• Jim Whitworth, Ucluelet BC • Ray Woollam, Duncan BC

A very big Thank You to all those listed, to our monthly
donors, those who wish to remain anonymous, and
the many who add a little extra to their subscription.

Patrons

Robert Bach, Barriere BC • Valerie Barnes-Connell, La Ronge,
SK • Frank Braun, Vancouver BC • Norman Broten, Ottawa
ON • Dave Campbell, Banff AB • Alan Martin & Vivian
Chenard, Salt Spring Island BC • Renate Kroesa & John Dafoe,
Halfmoon Bay BC • Mark Roseland & Susan Day, West Vancouver BC • Wallace DuTemple, North Saanich BC • Elaine
Golds, Port Moody BC • Shirley Holman, Qualicum Beach BC
• Elizabeth Horsfield & Stuart Isto, Powell River BC • John &
Cathie Howard, Hornby Island BC • Dave Hughes, Whaletown
BC • Fern Kornelsen, Heriot Bay BC • Susan Steffber & John
Kristensen, Whaletown BC • Hannah Main, Victoria BC • J.
Keeping & G. Morton, Head of St. Margaret’s Bay, NS • Stefan
Ochman, Bamfield BC • Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC
• Nina Raginsky, Salt Spring Island BC • Mary Richardson,
Athabasca AB • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC • Norberto
Rodriguez dela Vega, Oliver BC • John Rosser, Sointula BC
• June Ryder, Vancouver BC • Salt Spring Books, Salt Spring
Island BC • Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC • Basil & Jill
Seaton, Jasper AB • Frances Slaney, Ottawa ON • Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Dr. Roy Sutherland, Victoria BC • Anna
Tilman, Aurora ON • Charley & Amanda Vaughan, Black
Creek BC • Leslie Wicks, Saanichton BC

z
Watershed Stars
($500 and over annual donation):

Watershed Stars help us find, follow, and write the
stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions and advertising. Our Watershed Stars allow us to
keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned citizens
and activists.
Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons
($100 - 199 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers

Patrons support the public education programme that
is an integral and essential part of our publication.

R. Calce, West Sutton, ON • Michael Cooke, Salt Spring Island
BC • Mathew DiCastri, Cobble Hill, BC • Colin Dower, Brentwood Bay BC • G. B. Dryvynsyde, San Francisco, CA • Michael
& Alison Dyson, Toronto ON • Shirley Farlinger, Toronto ON • Lyn
Farquharson, Heriot Bay BC • Don Ferguson, Lethbridge AB •
Elizabeth Ferris, Vancouver BC • Christopher Fleck, Vancouver
BC • William & Gretchen Foster, Salt Spring Island BC • Leonard
Fraser, Victoria BC • Tina Filippino & Sally Gellard, Courtenay BC
• Alison Graves, Nanaimo BC • Hannes & Brigitte Grosse, Manson’s Landing BC • Leah Hansel, Salt Spring Island BC • Wendy
& Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC • A & E Haythorne, Victoria
BC • Patricia Henry, Ottawa ON • Barb Hourston, Nanaimo BC
• Margie Jamieson, TaTa Creek BC • Janet Jay, Vancouver BC •
Jessie Jensen, Skookumchuk BC • D. J. MacKinnon, Vancouver
BC • Robert Mathews, Chase BC • James Martin, Comox BC
• Ruth Masters, Courtenay BC • Robert Mathews, Chase BC •
Dorothy & Des McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA • Doug Jackson &
Liza Morris, Mission BC • Gail & David Morton, Port Alberni BC
• Pam & Don Munroe, Courtenay BC • Jo Phillips, Sooke BC •
Peter Ronald, Victoria BC • Martin Rossander, Powell River BC •
Harriet Rueggeberg, Lantzville BC • Barbara Scott, Victoria BC
• Paul Senez, Kirkland PQ • John Shirley, Watford, ON • Kieko &
Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC • Christine & Robert Thompson,
Vancouver BC • Frank Tompa, Pender Island BC • Vilmos Udvar-

Watershed Sentinel

Sustaining Subscribers
($50 - 99 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities, and libraries.
Bundle Donors

Bundle donors specially dedicate their donations to
provide educational copies to public libraries and schools.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait
and the Islands. To receive a tax receipt, make your
donation to FOCI and mail to:
Watershed Sentinel,
P.0. Box 1270,
Comox, BC Canada V9M 7Z8
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A Personal Account of a Five-Day Walk to Stop the Mega-Quarry
Nick Kozak

A 2,300-acre aggregate mine raises the stakes in Ontario

by Zach Ruiter

or Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil, to mine the rock. By
their own estimates, ANFO is 97% effective under dry
conditions. Under wet conditions its efficacy will be
Sidewalks peeled away into gravel streams between
drastically reduced, but to be generous, even at 97% the
road and farmland as we journeyed for five days against
contamination adds up. With each of the 3,600 truckloads
the brewing current of a disaster upstream. We walked
carrying 40 tonnes, this works out to 144,000 tonnes of
approximately 125 kilometres, starting at the Ontario Proaggregate per day. They expect to generate approximately
vincial Legislature on April 23rd, and ending at the site of
3,500 tonnes of aggregate per tonne of
the proposed Mega-Quarry in MelanchANFO explosive. A daily 144,000 tonne
ton Township, Ontario.
“It’s over 3,000 trucks a day in
haul will require more than 40 tonnes
Melanchton sits on prime agricultural
and out, it’s the only way out to
of ANFO. The unexploded 3% left over
land at the highest point in southern OnPrimrose and that’s as far as
amounts to one tonne of fuel oil into the
tario, in between Georgian Bay and Lake
their traffic study goes… if you
water table each day.
Ontario, about 100 kilometres northwest
think about it, a truck every 12
Highlands is the venture of Baupost,
of Toronto. It provides the headwaters of
seconds.”
a Boston-based hedge fund. Hedge funds
seven important rivers, the Grand, Pine,
do exactly what their name implies, hedging bets, maxiNottawasaga, Saugeen, Noisy, Boyne, and Mad Rivers.
mizing profit and minimizing loss calculated on scenarios
The Highlands Corporation proposes to quarry for
and contingencies. Highlands Corporation bought over
aggregate the limestone that filters these waters, which
7,000 acres of farmland in the area under the auspices of
flow into the drinking water of approximately ten million
potato farming. They have also made offers to purchase
Ontarians. By their own application under the Aggregate
all the unused CN rail lines from Orangeville through to
Resources Act, the 2,300-acre quarry will be deeper than
Owen Sound, where they can ship the aggregate across
Niagara Falls and have to pump out 600 million litres of
the world via the Great Lakes. If Highlands used the guise
water a day. It is clear that our water is at stake.
of a potato farm to apply for a quarry, it follows that they
According to Highland’s 3,000-page application, there
are prospecting water as a resource and would use the rail
will be 3,600 truckloads out of the quarry per day. Adam
lines in the future to pipe the water out.
Vanderzaag lives on his family’s potato farm across from
Potato farmer and Highlands holdout, Dave Vanderthe proposed site and he’s done the math: “It’s over 3,000
zaag explains “The water is unique up there because it
trucks a day in and out, over 6,000 trips going up Highfeeds our headwaters… Under our farm, the water table
way 24, it’s the only way out to Primrose and that’s as far
is only five to seven metres below the surface, we’ve got
as their traffic study goes… if you think about it, a truck
clean water, we’ve got tons of it, it’s very unique, we can
every 12 seconds.”
irrigate out of those wells at 500 gallons a minute and the
Highlands will use a liquid explosive called ANFO,
Watershed Sentinel
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water doesn’t even move. This quarry site is about a thouPenatanguishine, Ontario. He addressed the walkers,
sand feet from my home and directly across from our wells.”
“Don’t ever forget who your allies are, don’t ever forget
Within this struggle is a complex set of social identithe sun is the first to come up from the east every mornties: corporate spokespeople, bureaucrats, farmers, activing, as soon as that sun comes up, we have that blessists, aboriginals, and landowners, just to name a few. With
ing, we give thanks, the sun can hear us, the moon can
the growing conflict comes all kinds of potential for a
hear us, the earth can hear us, the water can hear us, the
misdirection of resources and effort, namely by those who
plants can hear us, only when we talk to it, only when
represent the opposition and speak on its behalf.
we give thanks.”
A few quick clicks over to the CAUSE (Citizen’s AlliWhere Toronto slides into the suburban, I interview
ance For a Sustainable Environment) website (http://www.
Dr. John Bacher on a bridge over a concrete storm drain.
citizensalliance.ca/Cause-Home.html), the group set up
He said, “This is the Black Creek, which has been ento stop the mega-quarry, reveals that they have framed
cased in concrete because of what is essentially bad urthe issue as one of protecting the water and fighting the
ban design. There is so much concrete in the city which
degradation of agricultural lands, yet the CAUSE direccauses all the storm water to rush off. There needs to be
tors’ professional lives have almost entirely been devoted
less concrete in the city and less demand for quarries.”
to the same modes of environmental destruction they now
Dr. Bacher is a researcher with the Preservation for
oppose. If we can understand the need for the quarry is to
Agricultural Lands Society. His latest book, Two Billion
produce more material for roadways and concrete, we can
Trees and Counting; the Legacy of Edmund Zavitz, is a
have a look at who these people are: three commercial land
biography of Ontario’s chief forester responsible for edudevelopers, a PepsiCo exec, a managecating the public on the need for reforment and industrial engineering profesestation. Zavitz’ work rescued Ontario
The unexploded 3% left over
sor, a head hunter, and a professional fund
from the wasteland that was left after
amounts to one tonne of fuel oil
raiser.
its old growth forests had been clearinto the water table each day.
The best-case scenario is that these
cut. Dr. Bacher works against plans
people are using NIMBY (Not-In-Mythroughout Southern Ontario to expand
Backyard) arguments to oppose LULUs (Locally Unwantmajor highways over productive agricultural lands.
ed Land Uses) and may yet recognize that if it is harmful
Along the route, blessings were given to the wain our own backyards, it shouldn’t go into someone else’s.
ters we crossed, until a mist overtook us at their source
I bring up this issue not to vilify anyone’s participawhere a large Highlands Application sign looms over
tion in the struggle but to offer a picture of how the prothe landscape. Patricia Watts, Anishinaabekwe, spoke
posed “Mega-Quarry” has raised the environmental stakes
as the walkers and community members shared a feast:
here in Ontario. A local resident offered the following
“This hurts me, those last four kilometres when I came
explanation, “I don’t think we can bite the hand that feeds
on to Highlands, this property that is owned by these…
us. This will take money to win and the CAUSE people are
S.O.B.s, it made me sick, it drained my body, it took
well connected to those with money. Unfortunately that is
every effort out of me to make those last four kilomethe way of the world….”
tres, but I pray to my Mother Earth, I pray to the spirits
Those connections are indeed needed: Ontario’s
of the water, I pray to my spirit that walks with me, I
government demonstrates close ties to the development
pray to my Mishomis and my Nokomis, which is my
industry. The mayor of Melanchton Township, Bill Hill,
grandmother and grandfather who I was taken away
wrote Premier McGuinty to express concern over the folfrom when I was three, but they walk with me and they
lowing statement by Minister of Natural Resources, Linda
gave me the strength to continue on.”
Jeffreys: “It is too bad that this has split your community
At the end of the walk, led by our Aboriginal Allies
apart. It is your job to get your community together, get
Danny Beaton and Patricia Watts, and Dr. Bacher, our
them to think long term about rehabilitation, because this
accomplishment could be felt. People of different walks
will not be going back to agriculture, but maybe you could
of life came together and broke the notion that nothing
get a nice golf course.”
can be done to stop degrading Mother Earth. Spirits
guided our every step toward realizing it is our water
Danny Beaton, of the Mohawk Six Nations, Turtle
and our spring.
Clan, put the walk together. Beaton had successfully
t
fought against Site 41, a proposed garbage disposal site
Zach Ruiter is a an activist, filmmaker, journalist,
that threatened to contaminate the waters surrounding
and researcher at Trent University.
Watershed Sentinel
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Forests of Cortes

After twenty-five years of community struggle,
the Cortes Community Forest will be reality.
by Delores Broten

I

t’s been a long haul, but after almost twenty-five years of angst,
anguish, and mind-numbing,
soul-crushing, hard work, the
entire Crown land forests of Cortes Island are finally in the process of coming under community control. The
invitation from the provincial government to apply for a community forest
comes after a group was created two
years ago by the now Acting Chief
of the Klahoose First Nation, Kathy
Francis, that entered into discussions
with the Ministry of Forests. The Cortes Island Community Forest Advisory Group is preparing its application
for a Community Forest Agreement
(CFA) on the island. Once issued, the
25-year tenure will be held and managed by a corporation set up to equally represent the Klahoose First Nation
and the Cortes Community Forest Cooperative (an organization representing
the non-native Cortes community).
Crown forest land covers about
40% of the island, 5000 hectares,
Watershed Sentinel

and its fate has long been an intimate
concern to the small island community. In 1987, in the face of increasing
clearcuts which disturbed both the
logging and non-logging members
of the community, Martha (Yendall)
Abelson and Marion Woolley-Bennet
Crown forest land covers about
40% of the island, 5000 hectares, and its fate has long been
an intimate concern to the
small island community.
initiated discussions with the Ministry of Forests and circumnavigated
the island by boat looking at visibility
impacts and setbacks from the water.
There followed more than a decade
of meetings with the Ministry of Forests staff. Interactions occasionally
including former MoF District Manager Greg Hemphill, now retired and
working for the Klahoose Forestry
Limited Partnership, were frequently
stormy but always respectful, vigourous, and informative. The non-native
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the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund

community and Klahoose have been
pursuing control of the island’s forests
for decades.
In the 1990s, the Silva Forest
Foundation under eco-forester Herb
Hammond prepared the Cortes Island
Ecosystem Based Plan for the Cortes Island Forestry Committee and
in 1999, the Cortes Eco-forestry Society (CES) was formed. CES had a
membership of 400, most of the adult
non-native population, in its heyday.
In July 1999 Klahoose First Nation
and CES signed an unprecedented
Memorandum of Understanding,
committing to seek local control of
the industrial forest land-base of the
island “with a view to allowing for
ecosystem-based management of as
large and contiguous a land area as
possible.” Despite some momentous
obstacles over the ensueing decade,
that dream now seems about to come
true, at least for the Crown holdings
on the tiny island.
The new CFA could have an annual cut of up to 13,000 cubic metres
September-October 2011
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Plans to resume clearcutting
the day after Earth Day
in 1990 came to an abrupt
halt when negotiations with
the community broke down

“...The IT land base girdles the
centre of Cortes. The impact of
industrially logging that extent
of land will forever change the
island... we’re talking about several
entire watersheds.”

although nothing about the actual
cut is yet to be decided. That pales in
comparison to the original logging
proposals put forward by Macmillan
Bloedel in 1988. Fifteen per cent of
the land, about 2000 hectares in the
centre and south of the island, once
belonged to Macmillan Bloedel as
private managed forest land, acquired
at rock bottom prices in the 1950s and
1960s. The company had planned to
remove about 60,000 cubic metres by
clearcutting in the Squirrel Cove area
from 1988 to 1994. Plans to resume
clearcutting the day after Earth Day in
1990 came to an abrupt halt when negotiations with the community broke
down and a successful blockade was
mounted, leading to three years of no
logging, followed by small lens cuts
and selective logging in other parcels
around the island.
That MB land, covered by forest zoning to prevent subdivisions,
was sold to Weyerhauser in 1999.
Over the next few years, Weyerhauser sold off a number of parcels, with
some of them (like the beloved Hanks
Beach) becoming protected by beWatershed Sentinel

nevolent purchasers, and some being
logged mercilessly, then subsequently
sold the balance of some 2700 acres
to Brascan/Island Timberlands. In
2010 the community and Strathcona
Regional District offered owner Island Timberlands (IT) the assessed
value of land and timber to acquire the
steep and forested Whaletown Commons parcel for park, but were met by
a demand for twice the price. Later
that year, with the help of MTV’s
“The Buried Life,” islander Zoe Miles
took the message to Brookfield Asset
Management in Toronto.
As things stand now, IT is expected to start logging on Cortes this
fall. The islanders are still focused
on protecting the heart of the island
and several organizations are at work.
Fund-raising is on-going to try to purchase The Children’s Forest, a spectacular but very steep setting in the
Carrington Bay area. Workshops in
peaceful civil disobedience are ramping up, and there is no sign that the
determination to protect the forest and
the land has waned over the years. Sabina Leader Mense of Wildstand was
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quoted in the Vancouver Observer
(August 21, 2010): “From Coulter
Bay in the west to Squirrel Cove in
the east, the IT land base girdles the
centre of Cortes. The impact of industrially logging that extent of land will
forever change the island... we’re talking about several entire watersheds.”
Despite this on-going private
land challenge however, from all accounts, several watersheds are soon to
be safe in the hands of the people of
the island. All it has taken is a couple
of decades of dedicated effort.
t
Delores Broten edited the Cortes
Forest Committee newsletter in 1990,
from which the Watershed Sentinel
evolved.
For More Information
www.klahoose.com/show279a/
Klahoose_and_Cortes_Community_
Join_on_Forestry_Agreement
www.silvafor.org/cortes
wildstands.wordpress.com/
thieverycorp.wordpress.com/
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Clayoquot Sound is Sacred Ground
by Dan Lewis
Clayoquot Sound – traditional
territory of the Nuu Chah Nulth first
nations – is world-renowned for its
intact valleys of ancient rainforest,
home to monumental cedars, wild
salmon, wolves, bears, and whales.
It is also the site of many firsts in
Canadian history, from the first-ever
ancient forest blockade on Meares Island in the ‘80s to the mass protests of
Clayoquot Summer 1993, which was
the largest act of peaceful civil disobedience in Canadian history.
Now, Clayoquot Sound is at a
turning point.
In 1993 we knew that healthy forests were key to creating healthy rivers, which provide habitat for salmon.
We now understand that the returning
salmon spawners provide the missing
nitrogen that nourishes the forests.
This is what the Nuu Chah Nulth have
been saying all along: ‘hishuk ish tsawalk – everything is one.’
The BC government sparked the
mass protests of 1993 when it announced that two-thirds of Clayoquot
Sound would be set aside for logging.
Nearly a thousand people were arrested that summer. Since then, despite much window-dressing, there
has been no additional protection for
these globally rare forests. The rate of
cut is increasing alarmingly – it hasn’t
been this high since 1995! Barges of
raw logs heading out to sea are again a
common sight. Iisaak Forest Resources
is poised to begin building logging
roads on Flores Island, which would
be akin to logging Meares Island.
Nowadays it’s not just about the
logging: Clayoquot has one of the
densest concentrations of salmon
feedlots on the BC coast, with 16 acWatershed Sentinel

Conditions
are ripening
and Clayoquot
is poised to
make history
again.

tive sites. Mainstream Canada, a Norwegian-owned company, is currently
applying for a new tenure at Plover
Point under the new federal regulations. They want to site their new
feedlot along the shores of Meares
Island Tribal Park.
On top of all this, Catface Mountain is being considered for an openpit copper mine by Imperial Metals. If
you’ve been to Tofino on a sunny day,
you’re familiar with Catface Mountain – it’s just 10 kilometres north of
town, and is one of three major mountains that dominate the view not only
from Tofino, but from anywhere along
the outer coast. Imperial is also considering re-opening the Fandora gold
mine near Tofino. These mining activities would damage the landscape and
put at risk the very salmon that feed
the ancient forests!
The First Nations of Clayoquot
Sound – the Hesquiaht, Ahousaht,
and Tla-o-qui-aht people – are eager
to regain control of their own affairs.
The problem is they’ve been painted
into an economic corner by our governments’ policies. This makes it hard
for leaders to say “no” when companies come around offering millions of
dollars in exchange for access to resources. These companies offer shortterm economic benefits that are desperately needed, but they come with
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long-term social and environmental
impacts.
It’s time for a paradigm shift in
the way humans relate to Nature. We
don’t need to sustain development;
we need to develop a sustainable culture that allows healthy ecosystems to
flourish alongside human communities with high levels of well-being.
Friends of Clayoquot Sound, as
part of the Clayoquot Sound Conservation Alliance, is involved in negotiations with local first nations to
protect additional forests and secure
funding to kickstart a conservation
economy. This is not the time for
Clayoquot Sound to become part of
BC’s mining boom, nor is it the time
to expand salmon feedlots that threaten wild salmon.
Clayoquot Sound is sacred
ground in more ways than one. Conservation history has been made here
– twice. Conditions are ripening and
we are poised to make history again.
We invite you to join us in defense of
all that is Wild, Sacred, and Good in
both the natural and human worlds—
which as the saying goes, are One.
t
Dan Lewis is Executive Director
of the Friends of Clayoquot Sound in
Tofino. His email is dan (at) focs.ca.
Check out www.focs.ca for more info.
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Eco-Notable
What’s going on? A collage of significant items from environmental organizations
Compiled by Susan MacVittie

Burns Bog
Conservation Society

For Peats Sake
The Burns Bog Conservation Society has just published two books,
For Peat’s Sake: The Story of Burns
Bog and Other Peatlands and, perhaps more importantly, For Peat’s
Sake: A Classroom Study of Burns
Bog and Other
Peatlands.
The society
has created a
special donation program
where
you
can donate
the
books
to a library.
You get the
tax receipt and the
library gets the book with your name
in it.
Contact the Burns Bog Conservation Society at 604.572.0373 or
1.888.850.6264 at 4-7953 120 Street,
Delta, BC (behind the Greek Village
Restaurant). www.burnsbog.org
—August 2011

berta. The agreement seems to ignore
the protection scientists say is critical
for woodland caribou and other wildlife affected by forestry and oil sands
industries in the FMA’s 58,000 km 2
swath of north central and northeastern Alberta.
The FMA area overlaps Alberta’s
Athabasca oil sands deposit and is
home to eight threatened woodland
caribou herds. The Alberta Wilderness Association and the Pembina
Institute, represented by Ecojustice,
were recently in Federal Court seeking protection for those herds. As a
result of that proceeding, the federal
Minister of Environment’s decision
not to recommend emergency protection for those herds has been quashed
and the Minister has been ordered to
reconsider whether emergency protections are required in light of the
evidence of the herds’ significant declines. The new FMA highlights why
the federal Minister of Environment
needs to step in and order emergency
protections for the woodland caribou.
—August 17, 2011

Sierra Club BC

Eco-Justice

Alberta Ignores Caribou
The Government of Alberta has
signed a new 20 year Forest Management Agreement (FMA) with Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries (Al-Pac)
that closes the door on protecting
caribou habitat in northeastern AlWatershed Sentinel

Scott Islands Survey
The Canadian government is
contemplating setting aside the Scott
Islands off Vancouver Island as the
country’s first Marine Wildlife Area.
The Scott Islands are home to about
half of the world’s population of Cassin’s Auklets, the quirky Rhinoceros
Auklet and BC’s largest colony of
35

Tufted Puffins. The public consultation process includes a survey that
will determine how much Canadians cherish this rugged archipelago.
Please cast your vote for this critical
seabird area at www.sierraclub.bc.ca

CARR

No to “Organic” Farmed Fish
In May, over 50 organizations,
businesses and fishermen from across
Canada and the US submitted a joint
letter to the Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB) opposing proposed Organic Standards for Finfish
Aquaculture. The Coastal Alliance
for Aquaculture Reform (CAAR), together with the other signatories, is
calling on the CGSB to overhaul the
weak draft and develop organic aquaculture standards that are in line with
basic organic principles.
The proposed Canadian Organic
Aquaculture Standards would cover
the certification of seaweed and shellfish as well as finfish, but the most
troublesome sections of the standards relate to fish raised in open net
pens. As written, the finfish standards would grant open net pen farmed
salmon organic certification despite
the large body of scientific evidence
linking this farming practice to wild
salmon declines and other impacts on
the marine environment. They would
also allow fish farmers to grow their
crop using pesticides and non-organic
feed sources.
—May 27, 2011
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In this cauldron of resistance,
citizen activists have formed
new protected area proposals
and new proposed wildlife laws.

by Joe Foy

“

It’s time to rise, coffee’s on and
a new day is dawning – just
look at those colours!”
This summer my wife and
I headed south to enjoy some outdoors
time in the western mountain states.
We wound our way through the high
country of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico, setting up our tent in State and National
Forest campsites along the way and
enjoying the mountain sunrises.
We experienced some amazing
wild places and First Nations cultural areas. Canyon De Chelly in the
Navajo Nation within Arizona was
one of the highlights of our trip. The
campsite we stayed in was the subject
of negotiation between the governments of the Navajo and the US. The
park campsite’s management is soon
to pass from US control to Navajo
control. Learning about some of the
history of the area from trail-side
displays while hiking the canyon rim
and looking down at the centuries old
Anasazi culture cliff side dwelling
ruins was a never-to-be forgotten day.
On the canyon bottom I could see the
corn fields still tended by the Navajo
people as they have for countless generations.
Watershed Sentinel

The experience made me think
of places in BC where parks showcase First Nations culture and history.
Gwaii Haanas National Park and the
Stein Valley Nlaka’pamux Heritage
Provincial Park come to mind.
Another memorable wild area
is where Montana and Wyoming
meet and the Yellowstone River runs
through it all. Yellowstone National
Park is the first US park.
On the canyon bottom I could see
the corn fields still tended by the
Navajo people as they have for
countless generations.

It’s also a place that is sparking
a push for new BC park lands. Several decades ago grizzly bears were
brought back from the brink of extinction in Yellowstone and are now gradually extending their range outside the
park again. Wolves were reintroduced
to the park from Canada and are now
expanding out as well. All this has got
people thinking about expanding the
park system in the US and Canada in a
great arc called the Yukon to Yellowstone Corridor to allow the griz and
wolves to keep expanding back into
36

their former ranges from Yukon and
throughout BC, Alberta, Montana,
Wyoming and hopefully south too.
Standing on the great divide in Montana in an area that no longer has grizzlies and wolves it was comforting to
think that one day they could be back.
[For more on the Y2Y see Watershed
Sentinel, January-February 2009]
Nature has no borders. What happens in one valley in the great swathe
of coastline, prairies, mountains, canyons and forests that run from the
Canadian and Alaska north-country
all the way down into Mexico echoes
all along this corridor of life. What is
most needed now for a hopeful future
is new ideas and new protected areas
– and BC has them both.
For a decade new park protection
in BC has slowed to a crawl as the
BC Liberal government has mounted
a relentless attack on the province’s
wild places and wild life. BC’s environmental activists have been dug in,
defending wild rivers from private
hydro power projects and wild oceans
from salmon farm feedlot expansion.
When the ban on grizzly bear sport
hunting was cancelled by the BC
Liberal government, activists on the
September-October 2011

Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the
Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest
citizen-funded membership-based wilderness preservation organization.

Joe Foy

salmon farming. Citizens want a protected area system that doubles in the
coming decade to include Clayoquot
Sound, Flathead Valley, Cayoosh and
Bendor Mountain ranges and much
much more – equal to New Zealand
and Costa Rica’s world famous parks.
People are tired of fighting tree by tree
and want a strong BC endangered species law.
Imagine what a life-sustaining
affect all this will have on BC and
beyond – all the way from Yukon to
Mexico.
It’s all part of BC’s unfinished
business. It’s been unfinished for far
too long and people are tired of waiting. It’s time to rise.
t

Joe Foy

coast scrambled to do what they could
to stop the slaughter, even buying up
hunting licences. Citizens on Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast
have been desperately mapping out
the remaining stands of old growth
forest even as the BC government
allows these ancient forest remnants
to be logged down. In the mountains
surrounding the Lower Mainland a
desperate tree by tree fight continues
to stop the looming elimination of
BC’s spotted owls due to continued
logging of their habitat.
In this cauldron of resistance,
citizen activists have formed new
protected area proposals and new proposed wildlife laws.
From the beautiful Peace River
Valley to the little mountain streams
all over the province, people want their
wild water protected from damming
and divertion. People are demanding a ban on grizzly bear hunting and

Based on 51,000 tests from
2000 to 2009 by the US
Department of Agriculture
and the US Food and Drug
Administration.
For more information see
www.ewg.org/foodnews/
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